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Abstract

During the last years, new, high efficiency Ge(HP) detectors were
purchased and integrated in the CACTUS detector array. In connec-
tion with that, the electronical setup was revised and altered. Several
drawbacks of the old setup could be pointed out and eliminated. A
test of the performance of all detector array elements was made with
high accuracy.
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1 Upgrades and Revision

In 1989, the CACTUS detector array went operating [l]. Due to huge
progress in detector technology, as well as in electronic engineering since
then, it became possible to improve the performance of the detector array.

During the last years, the original setup was gradually upgraded by re-
placing low efficiency Ge(Li) detectors by high efficiency Ge(HP) detectors
and some of the electronic modules by faster and more accurate ones. The
recent replacement of one Nal(Tl) detector by a Ge(HP) detector made it
necessary to alter the electronical setup. In connection, a revision of the
setup was made and several drawbacks could be pointed out and eliminated.

• The input of the multiplicity logic unit showed reflections of the incom-
ing signal, resulting in inaccurate calculation of the event multiplicity.
This could simply be fixed by attenuating the input signal.

• The time signals of the particle end detectors, now, are processed using
a timing filter amplifier in this connection with a constant fraction
discriminator, resulting in much more accurate time information.

• The linear summed output of the constant fraction discriminator of the
particle front detectors is amplified, using a timing filter amplifier and
processed with a constant fraction discriminator, in order to make a
more accurate threshold setting of the Z > 1 condition possible.

• The coincidence of the particle and Ge(HP) detectors is no longer made
using separate coincidence units. Now, the same technique as for the
Nal(Tl) detectors is applied. The time signals are fed in a discriminator,
which is normally vetoed. As soon as one particle is detected and the
TPU is not busy, the event trigger is activated, the veto overruled,
and the time signals of the Ge(HP) and Nal(Tl) detectors can pass the
discriminator, in order to gate the respective ADCs and to start the
TAC or the TDCs respectively. The stop signal is provided by a delayed
branch of the time signal. One drawback of this method is, that, if the
leading edge of a 7-detector time signal passes the discriminator, while
the veto is overruled, the start signals for the TAC and the TDCs
respectively are not related to the particle time signal, but to the 7-
detector time signals. Since also the stop signals are given by a delayed
branch of the 7-detector time signals, the time spectrum in this case
reflects only the delay of this branch, which results in a narrow spike in
the time spectrum. This can clearly be seen in Figure 6. The area of
this spike is proportional to the ratio of the event trigger time window
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and the length of the time spectrum, which is set approximately equal
to the width of the 7-detector time signal. Therefore, one is restricted
to very narrow event trigger time windows and very broad 7-detector
time signal widths.

• A CAMAC random pile-up detection module was constructed [2] and
went operating in 1992. However, it was only used for the particle front
detectors. Now, also the particle end detectors, as well as the Ge(HP)
detectors are connected to this module. Since the module requires the
external event trigger input 50 ns before the second signal of a random
pile-up event occurs, in the case of a random pile-up event, where the
second signal is the true event, whereas the first signal is a randomly
detected particle or 7-quant respectively, this condition could only be
fulfilled by delaying the input by approximately 300 ns. In that way,
the pile-up detection rate for the Ge(HP) detectors could be increased
by more than a factor of two.

• Several particle detectors, modules and crates, which did no longer
achieve factory specifications, have been repaired or replaced by new
ones.

• New, oil-free vacuum pumps have been installed at the target area, in
order to prevent contamination of the target and the particle detectors
with 12C.



2 Description of the Electronic Setup

Figure 1: Electronic setup in the laboratory. For detailed description of the
operation principles see the text.

Figure 1 shows the electronic setup in the laboratory. The fast timing signals
of all detectors are amplified by timing filter amplifiers (TFA) and processed
by constant fraction discriminators (CFD). In the case of the particle end
counters, for simplicity reason, four signals are added by a linear fan in (Lin
OR) and processed together (Group A/B). The particle front counter time
signals are connected to a multiplicity unit (N=l) . The output of this unit
becomes true, only if there is one and only one particle front counter which
was hit. In addition, a summed attenuated analogue output of the particle
front counter CFD (Lin OR) is used and amplified for a common threshold
setting (Z>1). In that way, hits of the particle front counters by electrons
or protons, which deposit only a small portion of their energy in the particle
front counters, can be ruled out in a very early stage of the data acquisition.
All CFDs are also connected via an ECL cable to the CAMAC random pile-up
detection module (PUR) in the control room. The coincidence of the particle
front and end counters are made by requiring three conditions. Firstly, one
and only one particle front counter was hit (N=l), secondly, the signal in the
particle front counter is higher than the common threshold setting (Z>1),
and thirdly, at least one particle end counter was hit. Unfortunately, there
is no condition that the particle front and end counter of the same particle
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telescope was hit or that one and only one particle end counter was hit, but
since the particle multiplicity is very low and also the beam current is low,
this is not regarded as a severe drawback.

The coincidence rate of the particle counters can be observed on a sealer
for both groups A and B separately. The summed coincidence rate of both
groups is divided by 2 (1/N), in order to reduce the rate of elastic scattered
3He particles, written on tape. In addition, the summed rate of the Ge(HP)
detector hits, which might not be in coincidence with particles, can by ob-
served, as well as the pile-up rate of the N=l condition. Since the pile-up
detection module for the N=l condition is connected to the trigger pattern
unit (TPU), pile-up of the N=l conditions leads to online rejection of the
event.

Figure 2 shows the electronic setup in the control room. The coincidence
of particle counters and 7-detectors (or two 7-detectors) are made by using
a gated discriminator (DISC). This discriminator is vetoed, unless a particle
counter (or 7-detector) was hit. The logical modules, connected to the out-
put of this discriminator, are needed for the following purposes: Gating the
analog digital converters (ADC) by means of gate generators (GG), starting
the time to digital converters (TDC) and the time to analog converter (TAC)
and setting flags in the VME trigger pattern units (TPU), which control the
readout of the digitized data. The TDCs and the TAC are stopped by a de-
layed branch of the time signals of the different 7-detectors. When measuring
particle-7 coincidences, the logical modules also ensure that, every time a 7-
quant was detected, the energy of the particle will be recorded on tape. This
is done by overriding the rate divider, applied to the particle detector time
signals. For simplicity reasons, the control of the NIM-ADCs by VME-ADC
controllers, and the control of the CAMAC crate by a CAMAC-branch driver
are not shown here. The VME crate accommodates connections to the SUN-
Sparc station via a BIT3 computer, where tape storage on EXABYTE tapes
can be performed and a CPU and memory board which can be accessed by
an Apple Macintosh computer. Also those modules are not shown here.

The new experimental setup with three Ge(HP) detectors and new pile-up
rejection possibilities made it necessary to write a new online sorting routine,
which is listed in Appendix A.
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3 7"7 Coincidence Experiments

3.1 The Ge(HP) detectors

The characteristics of the Ge(HP) detectors were measured using a 152Eu
source. For all three Ge(HP) detectors, an energy calibration, a width cali-
bration and an efficiency calibration were performed. In addition, the non-
linearity of the energy calibration was determined (see Figures 3, 4, 5). In
order to calibrate the Ge(HP) detectors, 66 peaks were fitted in the 152Eu
spectra. The energies and relative intensities of the respective transitions are
given in Table 1.

From the energy calibration, one can see, that all three Ge(HP) detectors
show approximately the same dispersion of 0.58 keV/channel. The deviation
from the linear energy calibration does not exceed 1 keV between channel
300 and 3000, as can be seen in the nonlinearity plot. Still, towards lower
7-energies (below 200 keV), the deviation from linear behavior increases dra-
matically. The nonlinearity could be described by introducing only one non-
linear term by

E = — -̂ + a0 + ax x ch. (1)
ch

Another important characteristic of Ge(HP) detectors is their energy res-
olution, which is defined as the ability of resolving two peaks with slightly
different centroids in the spectrum. The energy resolution is usually given
in full width at half maximum (FWHM) of observed peaks. The FWHM
is slightly energy dependent in that way, that it increases towards higher
energies. In the present work, the energy resolution was fitted by the linear
function

El

FWHM = a0 + —. (2)

In the lowest part of Figures 3, 4, 5 the efficiency of the three Ge(HP)
detectors are plotted. The efficiency was obtained by dividing the peak area
in the spectrum by the relative intensities of the respective transitions, given
in Table 1. The efficiency drops for lower 7-energies than approximately
250 keV due to a copper absorber placed in front of the Ge(HP) detectors.
Towards higher 7-energies, the efficiency drops due to increasing cross section
of the Compton effect, where the Compton scattered 7-quant escapes the
active volume of the detector. The steplike structure in the efficiency plot
is well reproduced by a Woods-Saxon like function, whereas the decrease
towards higher energies can be described by an exponential law. For Ge(HP)
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Figure 3: Characteristics of Ge(HP) detector 1. The nonlinearity was fitted,
adding only one nonlinear term, according to Formula 1. The width calibra-
tion could be performed by a linear function given by Equation 2; for the
efficiency calibration Formula 3 was used.

detectors 1 and 2 the efficiency was fitted by a so called damped Woods-Saxon
formula

e = J V e " 1 -
1

1 + e"
B-R (3)

In the case of Ge(HP) detector 3, the drop towards higher 7-energies could
not be reproduced by a simple exponential damping, as given by Formula 3.
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Figure 4: Characteristics of Ge(HP) detector 2. The nonlinearity was fitted,
adding only one nonlinear term, according to Formula 1. The width calibra-
tion could be performed by a linear function given by Equation 2; for the
efficiency calibration Formula 3 was used.

Therefore, a softly damped Woods-Saxon formula was applied.

i
1 +

(4)

The transition at 1005 keV shows abnormally high countrates. Also,
in the nonlinearity plot, this transition (channel%1700) lies about 200 eV
too low in energy. The most likely explanation is, that the 152Eu source is
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Figure 5: Characteristics of Ge(HP) detector 3. The nonlinearity was fitted,
adding only one nonlinear term, according to Formula 1. The width calibra-
tion could be performed by a linear function given by Equation 2; for the
efficiency calibration Formula 4 was used.

contaminated with some other radioactive isotopes, giving rise to a strong
transition at this energy.
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Table I: Energies and relative intensities of ?1 7-trassitiosis, observed in the
spectrum of a ii>aEn source, and used for calibration of the Ge(HP) detectors.
Data, are taken ham j3l.

"Not obsetved ia ike sps-cSram of (5e(HP} d^te^tor .1
'Not obs«rved sa tk« spectrum of Ge(HP) det«ctoi 2
'Not observed its the spectrum of Ge(HP) <3<?tec.tof 3
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3.2 The Nal(Tl) Detector Timing

In order to investigate the time spectra of the Nal(Tl) detectors, obtained
in coincidence experiments, a fit function was developed, which is given by
Equation 5.

N , / + if ch0 > ch , .
Counts = — where < .- , , (5)

b + \ch0 - ch\v±^ \ - \ich0 <ch w

The maximum of the function is given by j at ch = ch0. Thus, the
channels, where the function reaches half maximum value, are simply given by
the constraint (±ch0 =p ch)u±lx = b. Therefore, the FWHM can be calculated

by

FWHM = 6 ^ + ^ . (6)

In order to calculate the peak area, one has to integrate Equation 5
between —oo and +00. This can be done by splitting the integral into two
parts from —00 to cho, and from cho to +00, and applying definite Integral
42 of Reference [4] to both parts. In that way, it can be shown, that the peak
area can be calculated by means of Equation 7.

In Figure 6, a good example of a time spectrum is given, including the
fit curve, according to Formula 5. No calibration of the time spectrum was
made, but it is assumed, that the spectrum shows a dispersion of about
0.4-0.5 ns/channel. Thus, the time resolution of the experiment is around
12 ns.

In the Figures 7, 8 and in the Figures 13, 14, 15, 16 at the end of this
subchapter, the Nal(Tl) detector timing with respect to the Ge(HP) detectors
are shown, obtained in a 7-7 coincidence experiment, using a 60Co source.
The experiment was performed in two runs. In the first run, spectra were
accumulated for about 28.5 hours, giving rise to very good statistics. One
day later, the experiment was repeated with a short run of about 3 hours,
resulting in somehow poorer statistics. It can be seen, that Formula 5 gives
an appropriate fit function in both cases, which proves, that the fit formula
is appropriate in cases with good and poor statistics. The parameters of the
fits were written out for further investigations.

In Figure 9, some fit parameters are visualized. In the upper part, the
deviation of the centroid from the average is shown. For that reason, the
average of the centroids of all Nal(Tl) detector timing spectra with respect to
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Figure 6: Example of a time spectrum, obtained in a 7-7 coincidence ex-
periment, using a 60Co source. The narrow left tail of the peak reflects the
superior timing of the Ge(HP) detector, whereas the right tail reflects the
broadening due to the Nal(Tl) detector timing. The FWHM and the peak
area are calculated, using Equations 6 and 7 respectively.

every single Ge(HP) detector and for both runs are calculated. The average,
which is labeled by < x0 >, does not differ very much for the two runs. Also,
the deviation from average for a single Nal(Tl) detector is almost equal. This
gives confidence in the fact, that the parameter ch0 in Equation 5 has the
physical meaning of a centroid of the time spectrum, and that the timing
properties of the experiment are constant. It also shows, that it might be
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Figure 7: Timing spectra of all 27 Nal(Tl) detectors with respect to Ge(HP)
detector 1, obtained in a 7-7 coincidence experiment, using a 60Co source.
The experiment was running for 28.5 hours. The time spectra were fitted
between channel 100 and 450, using Formula 5.

possible to measure time differences with an accuracy down to approximately
1-2 channels or ~ 1 ns. The average of the centroids, and the deviation from
average is used to align the time spectra at channel 200, in order to simplify
the appliance of time gates in the further investigation of the experiment.

In the lower part of Figure 9, the FWHM of the time spectra are shown.
Also here, the differences between the two runs are rather small. Due to
different timing properties of the three Ge(HP) detectors, the widths of the
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detector 1, obtained in a 7-7 coincidence experiment, using a 60Co source.
The experiment was running for 3 hours. The time spectra were fitted be-
tween channel 100 and 450, using Formula 5.

time spectra depend on which Ge(HP) detector is used for 7-7 coincidence
with the respective Nal(Tl) detector. One can clearly see irregularities in the
FWHM for low Nal(Tl) detector numbers. In detail, the FWHM is increasing
for

• Ge(HP) detector 1 - Nal(Tl) detector 4,5,13

• Ge(HP) detector 2 - Nal(Tl) detector 2,3,4,10,11
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Figure 9: Visualization of time spectra fit parameters. In the upper part, the
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• Ge(HP) detector 3 - Nal(Tl) detector 7,13,14

compared to the FWHM of the time spectra of the other Ge(HP) detectors
in coincidence with the respective Nal(Tl) detectors. The pairs of detectors
with bad time resolution are neighboring detectors (see Figure 10). Since the
Ge(HP) detectors are not shielded at all, and the Nal(Tl) only have very thin
(2 mm) lateral lead shielding, neighboring detectors are subjected to heavy
cross talk, which is the reason for the poor time resolution. To be more
precisely, it is not the cross talk itself, but the low energy of the 7-quanta
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Detector Configuration arojnd the Lpstrecn Beam;ube

Figure 10: Part of the detector configuration, forming the CACTUS detector
array. A more accurate sketch of the setup, as well as a detailed drawing of
the lead shielding around the Nal(Tl) detectors, can be found in Reference

[5].

involved, which causes the broadening of the time spectra.
In order to investigate this further, time spectra were recorded, gating

on discrete transitions of 60Co and 152Eu sources in the Ge(HP) detector
spectra. In Figure 11, the favored decay channels of 60Co and 152Eu, as well
as the level schemes of their daughter nuclei are shown.

In the upper part of Figure 12, the aligned, summed time spectra of all
Nal(Tl) detectors, obtained by gating on four different discrete transitions,
observed in the spectra of the three Ge(HP) detectors, are shown. The tim-
ing properties of the Nal(Tl) detectors depend on the energy of the detected
7-quanta. The upper part of Figure 12 shows the timing of the Nal(Tl)
detectors, gating on the 1173 keV and 1332 keV transitions, observed in
the Ge(HP) detector spectra. In those cases, the energies of the detected
7-quanta are 1332 keV and 1173 keV respectively (and of course some low
energetic 7-quanta due to Compton background). At those 7-energies, the
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Figure 11: Favored decay channels of 60Co and 152Eu, and level schemes of
their daughter nuclei. Coincidence experiments were performed by gating
on the 1408 keV and 779 keV transition in the decay of 152Eu, and on the
1173 keV and 1332 keV transitions in the decay of 60Co. Data is taken from

[3]-

timing properties of the Nal(Tl) detectors are very similar. The centroid of
the time spectrum is approximately at channel 200 due to the alignment of
the time spectra, and the time resolution is about 30 channels (12-15 ns).
In the middle part of Figure 12, one can see the timing of the Nal(Tl) detec-
tors, gating on the 778 keV and 1408 keV transitions, observed in the Ge(HP)
detector spectra. In those cases, the energies of the detected 7-quanta are
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Figure 12: Summed, aligned time spectra of all Nal(Tl) detectors, obtained
by gating on four different discrete transitions, observed in the spectra of the
three Ge(HP) detectors. In the lower part, the fit parameters of the time
spectra are displayed with respect to the 7-transition energy, observed by
the Nal(Tl) detectors. The time spectra are fitted between channel 100 and
450.

344 keV and 122 keV respectively. The number of 7-quanta with lower en-
ergy due to the Compton effect can be neglected. The time resolution at such
low 7-energies becomes increasingly worse. In the case of very low 7-energies
(around 122 keV), also the centroid of the time spectrum is shifted towards
higher channel numbers, which represent late timing. The 7-energy depen-
dence of these timing characteristics are shown on two separate pictures in
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the lower part of Figure 12. Since the 7-energy dependence of these two
features are completely different, one has to find different explanations for
them. In the case of the time resolution, it is assumed, that jitter or noise of
the photomultiplier output plays an important role at low 7-energies. There-
fore, one should expect a E~x dependence of the time resolution. In the
case of late timing at low 7-energies, probably the risetime of the fast am-
plifier output is increasing for very small signals. Since the constant fraction
discriminators, processing this output, are not risetime compensated, this
results in late timing signals. The 7-energy dependent timing properties of
the Nal(Tl) detectors are discussed in more detail in Reference [6].
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Figure 14: Timing spectra of all 27 Nal(Tl) detectors with respect to Ge(HP)
detector 2, obtained in the short run. See also caption of Figure 8.
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detector 3, obtained in the long run. See also caption of Figure 7.
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3.3 Other Characteristics of the Nal(Tl) Detectors

The 7-7 coincidence experiments, using 60Co and 152Eu sources, as described
in the previous subchapter, could also be used, in order to determine other
important characteristics of the Nal(Tl) detectors. Firstly, an energy cal-
ibration of all Nal(Tl) detectors could be made. This calibration can be
found in Figure 17. All Nal(Tl) detectors show a dispersion of approxi-
mately 5 keV/channel. For the energy calibration, a linear fit function, as
given in Equation 8, was used. The fit parameters for each Nal(Tl) detector
can be found in Figure 17.

E = ao + a-y x ch (8)

Also for the Nal(Tl) detectors, a nonlinearity plot was made (see Figure
18). Due to the small number of data points, no general trend of the deviation
from linearity could be determined, and therefore, no fit of the nonlinearity
was performed. In general, the deviation from linearity is less than 5 keV
(or 1 channel). Also, the differences between the first and second 60Co run
are quite small (full and open symbols, respectively), thus, for all subsequent
data analysis, these two runs were simply added together.

In addition, a width calibration of the Nal(TI) detectors has been per-
formed (see Figure 19). The energy dependent FWHM of the discrete peaks
was fitted, using the linear fit function given by Equation 2. All fit parame-
ters are given in Figure 19. All Nal(Tl) detectors have an energy resolution
of about 6-7% at 1.33 MeV. The linearity of the energy resolution, and the
similarity of the fit parameters of different detectors are quite astonishing.

As a last step, the absolute efficiency of the Nal(Tl) detectors was deter-
mined. The efficiency plot for all Nal(Tl) detectors can be found in Figure
20. The absolute efficiency was obtained by dividing the number of counts in
the photopeak of the Nal(Tl) spectra by the number of counts in the discrete
peak of the Ge(HP) detector, which was used for gating. In addition, the
number of counts was normalized with respect to the angular distribution
of the respective 7-7 cascade. No deadtime effects were taken into account,
since rather weak sources were used for the experiments.

One can clearly see a drop of the efficiency towards lower energies. This
is mainly due to the copper absorber in front of the Nal(Tl) detectors. In
the case, where the 122 keV transition cannot be observed, the threshold of
the respective ADC became too high throughout the years, due to aging of
electronic components. This is the most likely explanation, since a peak is
observed in the time spectra, also in those cases. By replacing or repairing the
respective ADCs, it might be possible to regain the ability of the CACTUS
detector array, to observe low energy 7-transitions with higher total efficiency.
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?7D8

Figure 17: Energy calibration of the Nal(Tl) detectors. The data points were
obtained in 7-7 coincidence experiments, by gating on discrete transitions in
the spectra of the Ge(HP) detectors. A linear fit function, given by Equation
8, was used; the fit parameters are given for all detectors.

In order to check the procedure of calculating total efficiencies, a plot of
the angular distributions is shown in Figure 21. The angular distribution was
calculated by dividing the number of counts in the photopeak of the Nal(Tl)
detectors by the number of counts in the discrete peaks of the Ge(HP) de-
tector, which was used for gating, as it is described above. In addition, the
number of counts was normalized by the average absolute efficiency of the
respective Nal(Tl) detector, obtained from Figure 20. In that way, three data
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Figure 18: Nonlinearity plot of the Nal(Tl) detectors. No general trend could
be observed. Also, the nonlinearity is mainly less than 5 keV (1 channel). The
round, quadratic and triangular symbols denote gating on Ge(HP) detectors
number 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The open symbols denote the second and
shorter 60Co run.

points were obtained for every Nal(Tl) detector, since the angle between the
three Ge(HP) detectors and each of the Nal(Tl) detectors might be different.

Altogether, 81 data points could be obtained for every 7-7 cascade. Due
to the high symmetry of the CACTUS detector array frame, these data points
are grouped at 11 different angles with respect to the Ge(HP) detectors. One
can clearly see, that the angular distribution, especially for the two 60Co
transitions, could be reproduced. Although the anisotropy for those angular
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Figure 19: Width calibration of the Nal(Tl) detectors. All Nal(Tl) detectors
have an average energy resolution of about 6-7%.

distributions is very small, the theoretical curve obtained by the program
'angle.f, which is listed in Appendix B, fits the experimental data extremely
well, as can be seen in Figure 21. This gives confidence in the fact, that
the procedure of determining absolute efficiencies of the Nal(Tl) detectors,
is appropriate.

In Figure 22, the total absolute efficiency of the CACTUS detector ar-
ray is shown. The total absolute efficiency is simply calculated by adding
the absolute efficiencies of all 27 Nal(Tl) detectors. The efficiencies of the
Ge(HP) detectors are not taken into account, since the spectra of the Ge(HP)
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Figure 20: Absolute efficiency of the Nal(Tl) detectors. The drop towards
lower energies is due to either the copper absorber or high thresholds of the
respective ADCs.

detectors are not used for the analysis of the statistical 7-ray spectra of high
excited rare earth nuclei, which includes the extraction of primary 7-ray spec-
tra [7], or the deconvolution of those spectra into level density and strength
function [8].

The total absolute photopeak efficiency was fitted between 300 keV and
1400 keV using a linear fit function, given by Equation 9. The total absolute
photopeak efficiency of the CACTUS detector array at 1.33 MeV could be
determined to be approximately 6.9 %.
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e = a0 -f a\ x E (9)

For convenience, the absolute photopeak efficiencies of all 27 Nal(Tl)
detectors are listed in Table 2. In addition, the total absolute photopeak
efficiency, the normalized total photopeak efficiency, as well as the normalized
total photopeak efficiency of a former work [9] is listed.

There is a large discrepancy between the normalized total photopeak ef-
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ficiency of this work and Reference [9] at lower 7-energies. This is because
the efficiencies in the former work do not include reduced electronical ac-
ceptance due to discriminator levels, ADC thresholds and time gates. Even
the presences of absorber materials in front of the Nal(Tl) detectors was not
taken into account. These bare efficiencies of Reference [9] were obtained
by extrapolating from higher 7-energies, where those acceptance effects are
assumed to be negligible small. It is therefore interesting to calculate the
response function of a Nal(Tl) detector, including all absorber material in
front of it, by means of a Monte Carlo simulation. In this way, it might
be possible to deconvolute the contributions for the efficiency drop towards
lower 7-energies, stemming from absorber material, the aluminum contain-
ment of the Nal(Tl) and from electronical acceptance problems, especially
due to high ADC thresholds and late timing at low 7-energies (see Subsection
3.2), leading to rejection of a substantial amount of 7-rays in time gates.
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|| Det
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
£

Norm
Norm*

122 keV
0.81±0.09
1.91±0.07
1.20±0.05
1.68±0.04
1.25±0.06

0
1.15±0.09
1.39±0.07

0

0
0.90±0.06
1.31±0.03

0
0.03±0.01

0
0.04±0.01

0
0
0
0
0

1.21±0.17
0

1.29±0.07
0.54±0.06
0.03±0.02
1.45±0.04
O.OliO.OO

16.19±0.28

23.3±0.4
184.5±0.5

344 keV

3.71±0.07
3.63±0.18
3.45±0.06
3.97±0.16
3.25±0.08

0

3.53±0.10
3.66±0.16
2.50±0.25
3.47±0.07
3.38±0.04
3.35±0.09
3.32±0.15
3.17±0.07
3.53±0.05
2.92±0.11
2.51±0.29
0.76±0.22
3.04±0.15
2.70±0.27
3.54±0.10
3.38±0.11
3.23±0.13
3.34±0.11
3.65±0.11
3.46±0.08
3.67±0.17
3.42±0.12

87.53±0.75

126±1
154.0±0.5

1.17 MeV
2.64±0.03
2.60±0.03
2.84±0.02
2.93±0.05
2.65±0.03

0
2.68±0.07
2.72±0.04
2.58±0.05
2.65±0.06
2.80±0.04
2.69±0.06
2.65±0.06
2.71±0.08
2.68±0.05
2.70±0.08
2.72±0.05
2.75±0.05
2.71±0.02
2.62±0.03
2.64±0.07
2.68±0.05
2.54±0.06
2.72±0.03
2.69±0.03
2.56±0.05
2.67±0.04
2.56±0.04

72.39±0.26

104.3±0.5
102.9±0.5

1.33 MeV ||

2.52±0.04
2.46±0.03
2.72±0.06
2.88±0.05
2.55±0.05

0
2.52±0.05
2.62±0.05
2.47±0.04
2.61±0.04
2.65±0.04
2.58±0.03
2.52±0.04
2.58±0.10
2.61±0.05
2.62±0.06
2.62±0.06
2.67±0.03
2.55±0.04
2.51±0.06
2.53±0.02
2.56±0.06
2.44±0.03
2.60±0.03
2.54±0.06
2.47±0.02
2.52±0.04
2.48±0.06

69.40±0.25

100
100

Table 2: Absolute photopeak efficiencies of all 27 Nal(Tl) detectors at 4
different 7-energies in one per thousand. Also the total absolute photopeak
efficiency is given. In order to compare the results of this work with the
results of a former work [9], the total efficiency was normalized to 100% at
1.33 MeV. The large discrepancy between the two works at low 7-energies
are explained in the text.

" Taken from [9]. Calculated by means of linear interpolation between given neighboring
data points. The error was assumed to be ±0.5.
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In Figure 23, the discrepancy of the relative total photopeak efficiencies
of this work and the former work of Guttormsen et al. [9] is shown. The
efficiency drop towards lower 7-energies in this work is mainly due to the
absorber in front of the Nal(Tl) detectors, which is not taken into account
in the former work. The high ADC thresholds for some Nal(Tl) detectors,
and the late timing at low 7-energies, might have an important effect on the
total efficiency of the CACTUS detector array only at 7-energies lower than
200 keV.

In order to compare the performance of the CACTUS detector array with
other 7-detector arrays, the total absolute photopeak efficiencies of several
other modern 7-detector arrays are given in Table 3.

Name
CACTUS
Nordball

GASP
EUROGAM II"
Gammasphere
Euroball III

CLUSTER Cube*
MINIBALL*

Present Location
Oslo, N

Ris0, DK
Legnaro, I

Strasbourg, F
Berkeley, CA, USA

Legnaro, I
GSI Darmstadt, D
CERN Geneva, CH

s at 1.33 MeV
6.9%
1.1%
3.5%
8.2%
9.9%

10.8%*
19%

>20%

Reference

this work
[10]
[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]
[13]
[14]

Table 3: Comparison of the total absolute photopeak efficiencies of differ-
ent 7-detector arrays. All other 7-detector arrays consist of high resolu-
tion, mainly Anti-Compton shielded Ge-detectors, with much higher Peak-
to-Compton ratio.

"These arrays were only temporary installed, and are already disassembled
tExpected value
*This array is under development
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3.4 Polarization Efficiency

The 7-7 coincidence experiments, using a 60Co source and gating on the
1173 keV transition in the Ge(HP) detector spectra, as described in Sub-
chapter 3.2, could also be used to determine the polarization efficiency of the
CACTUS detector configuration at 1.33 MeV. After the emission of the first
7-ray, the nucleus remains in an aligned state [15]. Thus, the direction of
emission of the second 7-ray and its state of polarization is correlated to the
direction of emission of the first 7-ray and vice versa. The unperturbed di-

Li+SiL'i L2+S2L2

rection polarization correlation for a IJ —> I** —> IJ cascade, where
the second 7-ray is observed in the polarization sensitive detector, is given
by [15]:

fc>2

+A'k(L2, L'2, If, I*) P'icos rf) cos(2a)] (10)

Here, Pfe(cosi?) are the ordinary Legendre polynomials and P^(cosi?) are
the unnormalized associated Legendre functions. The ̂ -coefficients are given
by:

, (T T, T ~ Fk(L, L, I, I") + 2SFk(L, V, I, I') + 62Fk(L', L', I, I')
Ak{L,L,I,I ) = Y^Tp

(11)

A'h(L,L\I,r) = ^-^[
+(-l)p'26fk(L,L')Fk(L,L',I,r)

+(-lf' 82 fk(L', V) Fh(L', L\ /, I")] (12)

„ , ( 0 if L, V electric ,_, _ . .
Here, p,p = s , ., T n ±- > *n e ̂ fc coefficients are tabulated in

{ 1 if L,L' magnetic
References [16, 17], but might as well be expressed in terms of a 3J and a 6J
symbol as given in Equation 13 (see Reference [17]), the fk coefficients are
tabulated in Reference [15], but might also be expressed in terms of a ratio
of two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as given in Equation 14 (see Reference
[15])-
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Fk(L,L\I,r) = (- + l)(2L' + l)(2/" + l)(2fc + l)

r i" k\
L U I f

(13)

fk(L,L')
\

(Jfe-2)!

(A;+ 2)! <
(14)

The ratio of the two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in Equation 14 might
also be expressed by Equations 15 and 16 (see Reference [18]), leading to the
expressions for the / coefficients as given in Reference [17].

L,l,L,l\k,2>

L,l,L',l\k,2
L,l,L',-l\k,0

(fe-2)!
(As+ 2)! l)-2L(L

\

(15)

(16)

Since all the coefficients in Equation 10 are constant, it can be rewritten
in a shorter form:

k>2

cos(2a)} (17)

Here, Akk = Ak{Li, L[, I*, I") Ak(L2, L'2, If, I") with Ak as denned by Equa-
tion 11, A'kk = Ak(L1,L'1,Ii,r)Ak(L2,L'2,If,r) with Ak and A'k as defined
by Equations 11 and 12, i? is the angle between the two 7-rays and a is
the angle between the plane, containing the two 7-rays, and the polarization
plane of the second 7-ray, containing its direction of motion and its polar-
ization vector. It is worth to notice, that, by taking the average over a, one
ends up at the expression of the ordinary direction direction correlation:

2TT Ja=o
with Aoo = 1 (18)

k=0

The most convenient way to measure the polarization of 7-rays, is to use
a Compton polarimeter. These polarization sensitive detectors are based on
the fact, that the Compton cross-section is dependent on the polarization
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of the photon beam. The Compton cross-section of a completely linearly
polarized photon beam is given by the Klein-Nishina cross-section [19]:

Here, r0 is the classical electron radius, E and E' represent the energies of
the incident and outcoming 7-ray, respectively, ip is the Compton scatter-
ing angle and (3 is the angle between the Compton scattering plane and the
incident polarization plane, containing the direction of motion and the po-
larization vector of the incident 7-ray. One can see from Equation 19, that
the Compton cross-section exhibits a maximum in directions perpendicular
to the polarization vector of the incident 7-ray, and a minimum in directions
parallel to the polarization vector of the incident 7-ray. Folding Equation
17 with the Compton cross-section of a completely polarized photon beam,
given by Equation 19, yields the Compton scattered 7-distribution*:

/•2ir Arr

,i>,v)= —(1,,p)W(4,a = <p + P)dl3 (21)
Jfi=iQ all

Here, it is convenient to define a new angle ip = a — {3, denoting the angle
between the 7-7-plane, containing the two 7-rays of the 7-7-cascade, and the
Compton scattering plane. A typical experimental setup for measurements
of the direction-polarization correlation of a 7-7-cascade is shown in Figure
24.

Since the geometry of a Compton polarimeter usually is fixed, one can
obtain the Compton scattered 7-ray intensity, seen by an analyzer at dif-
ferent angles <p, by integrating Equation 21 over the solid angle A^ Aip of
the analyzer. As already mentioned above, the Compton cross-section has a
maximum for directions perpendicular to the polarization vector of the in-
cident 7-ray, thus, one can virtually set (3 = | . Theoretical considerations,
not taking into account second order corrections due to the finite solid angle
of the analyzer, predict a 7-ray intensity seen by an analyzer at an angle <p
as given by [20]:

{ } (22)
k>2

"This equation holds only for completely polarized 7-rays. The theory for partially
polarized 7-rays is described in References [19, 20]. However, the occurrence of partially
polarized 7-rays does not affect the following discussion.
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Figure 24: Typical setup for measurements of the direction-polarization cor-
relation of a 7-7-cascade. The Compton polarimeter consists of one scatterer
and one analyzer, which can be turned around the scatterer, or several an-
alyzers at fixed angles (p. The incident polarization plane, containing the
direction of motion and the polarization vector of the 7-ray, observed in the
Compton polarimeter, is not shown.

or, by setting Ekk = —A'kk, one finally obtains:

$ Ekk (23)
k>2

Here, Q denotes the polarization efficiency of the Compton polarimeter. Un-
fortunately, Compton scattering is not completely polarization sensitive, and,
in addition, the polarization sensitivity of Compton scattering is 7-energy
dependent (see Equation 19). Thus, the polarization efficiency Q is an es-
sentially positive, 7-energy dependent quantity, substantially smaller than 1,
which would be achieved by a fictional, ideal Compton polarimeter. It should
be possible to calculate the polarization efficiency Q of a given Compton po-
larimeter directly by applying Equation 19 to the special geometry of the
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Compton polarimeter. However, early attempts [20] suffered from the ne-
glection of multiple scattering in the scatterer. Another approach would be
to calculate the polarization efficiency Q, by means of Monte Carlo simula-
tions [19].

In 7-7-direction polarization correlation experiments, the Compton po-
larimeter usually is placed at a fixed angle i?0 with respect to the non-
polarization-sensitive detector. Equation 23 can therefore be simplified, re-
sulting in the Compton scattered 7-ray intensity distribution:

N{<p) = 1 + Q A cosZp with A=f>-*EkkfCOS*o) (24)
2 2 A P (cos i? )

In that way, the direction polarization correlation can be written by means
of only one parameter A. Therefore, it is not necessary to measure the com-
plete Compton scattered 7-ray intensity distribution, but it is rather sufficient
to measure the intensity at two different angles, usually ip = 0° and 90°. The
experimental asymmetry is defined as [20]:

JV(o°) _i + QA
k~ N(90°)~ 1-QA

This quantity is compared to the theoretical asymmetry, also called degree of
polarization, obtained by a fictional, ideal Compton polarimeter with Q = 1:

p=No_ = l±A
N 1 A V '

In the case of a known 7-7-cascade, it is then possible to deduce the
measured polarization efficiency Q:

Q=(_p±H(Az2l (27)
v ( P i ) ( f c + i) { }

In the case of an unknown 7-7-cascade, but known polarization efficiency
Q, it is possible to determine the degree of polarization P by means of Equa-
tion 28 and to compare this value with theoretical calculations, based on
assumptions of spin, parity and multipolarity of the nuclear levels and 7-
transitions, involved:

In more recent works, like in Reference [21], the experimental asymmetry
is defined in a more natural fashion:

ffl0)AT(90)
N(0°) + N(90°) V K '
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The degree of polarization is defined in a similar way:

P' = ° ~ 90 = A (30)
AT I AT ^ '

Thus, the relation between the degree of polarization P' and the observed,
experimental asymmetry k' becomes remarkably simple:

P' = — (31)

At the end of this discussion, the transformation from the new definitions
of the degree of polarization and the experimental asymmetry to the old
definitions are given:

P — (io\

In order to measure the polarization efficiency of the CACTUS-detector
array, all triple coincidences, where one 1173 keV 7-ray was detected in one
of the three Ge(HP) detectors, and two other 7-rays were observed in two
neighboring Nal(Tl) detectors, were extracted. All these events were sorted
in different spectra, according to all possible combinations of the three de-
tectors. Since the setup includes 3 Ge(HP) detectors and 27 Nal(Tl) de-
tectors, and each of the Nal(Tl) detectors has in average slightly less than
5 neighboring Nal(Tl) detectors, one obtains 396 different spectra. In order
to distinguish between scatterer and analyzer (see Figure 24), it is conve-
nient to use the deposited energy in the two neighboring Nal(Tl) detectors
involved. According to Equation 20 and the geometrical setup of the CAC-
TUS detector array, from which one can derive the Compton scattering angle
to be around 110°, one expects a 1.3 MeV 7-ray to deposit around 1 MeV
in the scatterer and around 300 keV in the analyzer. These constraints had
to be relaxed, due to the large solid angle of the Nal(Tl) detectors, and the
resulting uncertainty in the Compton scattering angle ip. In the following
analysis, the Nal(Tl) detector, were most of the 7-energy was deposited, was
assumed to be the scatterer, and the other Nal(Tl) detector was assumed to
be the analyzer.

In Figure 25, the sum of all 396 timing spectra of the Nal(Tl) detectors
with respect to the Ge(HP) detectors, obtained by sorting appropriate triple
coincidences, as described above, is shown. One can clearly distinguish two
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Figure 25: Summed time spectra, obtained in polarization measurements.
The delayed peak around channel 220, is probably due to late timing of low
energetic 7-rays, detected in the analyzer.

different peaks. The prompt peak at channel 200 is assumed to be associated
with deposition of around 1 MeV in the scatterer, whereas the delayed peak
around channel 220 might reflect late timing for low energy 7-rays, detected
in the analyzer, which is described earlier in this work. As can be seen in
the lower left part of Figure 12, a delay of around 20 channels in the time
spectrum is expected for 7-rays of around 230 keV energy, which is in good
agreement with the estimated 7-energy of 300 keV, deposited in the analyzer.
Therefore, this feature of the time spectrum was not investigated further. In
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Figure 26: Summed energy spectra obtained in polarization measurements.
This spectrum was made by adding the energies deposited in the scatterer
and analyzer.

the following analysis, the time gate was set between channel 150 and 250.
In Figure 26, the sum of all 396 energy spectra of the Nal(Tl) detectors

is shown. These spectra are made by adding the 7-energies deposited in the
scatterer and in the analyzer. It is remarkable, how clearly the photopeak at
1.3 MeV could be restored. The FWHM of the photopeak is around 80 keV,
which is in excellent agreement with the expected energy resolution of 6-7%
for Nal(Tl) detectors. In the further analysis, all counts between 1.2 MeV
and 1.4 MeV were considered as photopeak events. In order to subtract the
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background, all counts between 1.1 MeV and 1.2 MeV, as well as between
1.4 MeV and 1.5 MeV, were subtracted from the number of photopeak events.
In this way, one gets 396 numbers, reflecting the number of events for all pos-
sible, different detector configurations. These 396 numbers were sorted into
81 different groups. Each group is defined by the use of one of the 3 Ge(HP)
detectors as a gate on the 1173 keV transition, and of one of the 27 Nal(Tl)
detector as a scatterer. The number of different analyzers in each group
lies between 3 and 6, and has an average value of slightly less than 5. All
396 numbers of events were corrected for the photopeak efficiency at 300 keV
of the analyzing Nal(Tl) detector, given in Table 2. Since these photopeak
efficiencies are obtained with a source located at the target position, but in
the case of the polarization measurements, the Compton scattered 7-ray is
assumed to come from a neighboring Nal(Tl) detector, this efficiency cor-
rection might be considered as doubtful. Fortunately, the correction is very
small, thus, it might have only a small effect on the final result. In the next
step, the angle <p for each of the 396 detector configurations is calculated,
and within every group, the efficiency-corrected number of events detected
by the analyzer is fitted to the function:

f(<p) = x + y cos 2<p (34)

In the following, the experimental asymmetry k' = x/y is calculated for
every group, according to Equations 24, 30 and 31. These 81 experimental
asymmetries were sorted into 11 different groups, labeled by the angle 1?.
Since the experimental asymmetry is symmetric to i? = 90°, always 2 of
these groups can be taken together. The remaining group, labeled by •& =
180°, has to be neglected, since the angle <p, as well as the experimental
asymmetry, cannot be defined in this case, and therefore this group contains
no information. Within the other 5 remaining groups, the error weighted
average of the experimental asymmetries was calculated. In the last step, the
averaged experimental asymmetries k' = Q A were fitted to the theoretical
prediction given in general by Equation 24, and in this special case of a 4+ —>
2+ —> 0+ cascade, where the second 7-ray is observed in the polarization
sensitive device by:

( g - 4 ) ( s - l ) a ; = = c o s 2 1 ? (35)
x2\3x + 24 K J

In Figure 27, the experimental asymmetry for 5 different values of T?, and
the theoretical fit are shown. The polarization efficiency Q was determined
as —0.41 ± 0.75, thus, it is compatible with Q = 0, which means, that the
CACTUS detector array might not be suited for polarization measurements.
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Figure 27: Experimental asymmetry for 5 different values of $. The experi-
mental asymmetry is fitted as a function oft?, with Q as the only parameter.
The theoretical fit function is given hy k' = Q A, with A given by Equation
35. The dotted lines represent the theoretical fits for the average and the
two extreme values of the polarization efficiency Q.

This result should be improved, by running a longer experiment of about
one month, resulting in much better statistics. One of the reasons for the
bad statistics obtained in the present work is that all Nal(Tl) detectors are
laterally shielded with 3 mm lead, preventing the detectors from cross-talk.
Since a high cross-talk rate is essential for polarization measurements, this
is a severe drawback of the present setup. Another reason for the failure of
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determining the polarization efficiency, is the large volume of the NaJ(Ti)
detectors, favoring total absorption of 7-rays, instead of Compton scatter-
ing out of the detector, as well as multiple scattering within one detector.
In addition or alternatively to a long polarization experiment, it might be
desirable, to calculate the polarisation, eflkieric.y hj means of Monte Carlo
simulations, as proposed in Hefetenee [.19). The best soltition, however, would
be, to upgrade the CACTUS detector nuny with, a commercially available
polarinieter. like a clover detector, or & sectored <•>**(HP) detector.
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4 Particle-7 Coincidence Experiments

4.1 Characteristics of the Particle Telescopes

In order to measure particle-7 coincidences, the particle detectors has to be
able not only to determine the energy of the ejectiles, but also to distinguish
between different types of outcoming particles. In the (3He,a) reaction, one
expects a huge background of elastic as well as inelastic scattered 3He parti-
cles. These particles, which differ by only one neutron from a particles, have
to be clearly separated from the latter ones. In order to achieve this, the well
known AE — E particle telescope technique is employed. A schematic setup
of a particle telescope is shown in Figure 28.

The particle telescope technique uses the fact, that the energy loss per
unit length of charged particles, penetrating matter, is a complicated func-
tion of both the charge state as and the mass of the penetrating particle.
Therefore, particles with equal charge, but different mass, like 3He and a-

E-DetectoryK
AE-Detector^

Aluminium Foi

•He /PARTICLE
85 TELESCOPE

'He
TARGET

Figure 28: A schematic setup of a particle telescope. The target thickness
is 1.4 mg/cm2, the thickness of the aluminum foil is about 19 /tin, which
is enough to effectively stop all 5-electrons from the target, the thickness
of the front-detectors is on the average 140 fim. and the thickness of the
end detectors is around 3 mm, which is enough to stop 80 MeV a-particles.
The particle telescopes are mounted on a ring around the target, allowing to
detect particles at a scattering angle of 45°.
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Figure 29: Typical spectra of the front and end particle detectors. The
marked structures in the spectra are used for calibration purposes as de-
scribed in the text.

particles, as well as particles with equal q/m, like deuterons and a-particles,
can be distinguished easily.

In Figure 29, typical raw spectra of the front and the end particle detectors
are shown. The experiment was running in April 1997 for approximately 2
days. The 3He projectile energy was 45 MeV with an average beam current
of about 0.9 nA.

In order to calibrate those spectra, the following procedure has been de-
veloped. In the first step, the reaction kinematic for elastic 3He scattering
and the (3He,a) reaction, populating low lying excited states in the final nu-
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cleus, is calculated, including the energy loss in the target. For the latter
calculation, the excitation function of the (3He,a) reaction is needed. In the
case of the 162Dy(3He,a)161Dy reaction, the excitation function can be found
in Reference [22]. Since the particle telescopes, used in this work, could not
resolve the states, observed in Reference [22], an intensity weighted mean
value of the eight lowest lying states, observed in the excitation function,
was calculated, yielding an average excitation energy of the final 161Dy nu-
cleus of about 344 keV. The corresponding peak of unresolved states will be
referred to as the 'Coriolis' peak in this subchapter (see Figure 29). In the
second step, the energy losses of the 3He and a ejectiles in the aluminum foil
and in the front detectors were calculated, using the Bethe-Bloch Formula,
which can be found in virtually any book on experimental nuclear physics
[23]. In addition, the remaining kinetic energies of these two ejectiles, which
are deposited in the end detector, could be determined in this way. Using
those two energies, the end detector spectrum can be calibrated. Apply-
ing this calibration, the energy of the lower threshold of the end detector
spectrum can be calculated. In the third step, using again the Bethe-Bloch
Formula, the energy loss in the front detector of those a ejectiles with lowest
energetic, observed coincidingly in both the front and end detector, is cal-
culated. Since that energy loss is the biggest, observed in the front detector
spectrum, one has actually determined the energy of the upper end of the
front detector spectrum. Combined with the energy loss of elastic scattered
3He particles, calculated in step two, it is now possible to calibrate the front
detector spectrum, too.

In the near future, it is planned to use a much bigger particle telescope
array, called SIRI [24], including 64 particle telescopes. The calibration of
that many detectors in the way described above, might turn out to be too
slow. It is therefore aimed, to combine effective peak search routines with
the KINEMATIC program [25], which today is used to calculate reaction
kinematics, and integrating the Bethe-Bloch Formula, as mentioned above.
In order to fully make use of peak search routines, it might be convenient
not to use the lower threshold or upper end of the end and front detector
spectra, respectively, but to sort out one additional front detector spectrum
while gating on a for example 200 keV broad energy interval at 4 MeV in the
end detector spectrum . The gated front detector spectrum will then consist
of mainly one peak, of which the energy can be calculated in the same way,
as it is done for the upper end of the front detector spectrum, today.

In order to compensate small drifts of the end detector, the program
REDUC, which is a part of the data acquisition program package SIRIUS
[25], calculates small corrections of the energy calibration of the end detector.
For this reason, the program accumulates data of 20 tape records, determines
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the position of the elastic scattered 3He peak in the end detector spectrum,
calculates a small correction of the dispersion factor of the end detector
spectra, whereas the ADC shift of these spectra is assumed to be constant,
and writes the data on a new tape. The particle spectra on the new tapes
then have a dispersion of 40 keV/channel, whereas the other spectra remain
unchanged. In addition, the REDUC program is able to reject events, where
protons or deuterons were detected in the particle telescopes, by putting a
rather broad gate in their thickness spectra. These thickness spectra will be
discussed later in this subsection.

By adding the front and end detector energy for each event, one obtains
the total energy spectra, shown in Figure 30. One can clearly see, that
the elastic 3He and a Coriolis peaks are aligned with a maximum difference
of about 50 keV between two particle telescope spectra. This value has
to be compared with the energy resolution of about 250 keV of the elastic
3He peak. This energy resolution has not to be confused with the energy
resolution of the particle telescopes themselves, since there are many other
effects contributing to the quite bad resolution. These effects are for example
low beam energy stability, the finite solid angle of the telescopes in connection
with the reaction kinematic, straggling of the projectile and the ejectile in
the target and in the aluminum foil and electronic noise. Since some of
these quantities are difficult to measure, no estimate of the resulting energy
resolution is given here. It is interesting to notice, that the quasi-elastic
3He scattering exhibits a peak structure, where two peaks clearly could be
resolved at around 1-2 MeV below the elastic scattered 3He peak. The small
peak around 5 MeV arises from low energetic hydrogen isotopes. The double
peak structure in the summed spectrum at this place may indicate a small
disalignment of the particle telescope spectra in that energy region, or a
non-linearity of some particle telescope over the whole energy range.

In the next step, AE — E matrices are sorted. In the Figures 31 and 32
two AE — E matrices are shown. In Figure 31 the AE — E matrix of an
old particle telescope is displayed. One can clearly see the huge 3He peak
in the right center. Leading away from this peak are two structures. The
left one, following closely the long curve of the a particles at the very left,
exhibits the expected behavior of 3He particles of different energy, detected in
a particle telescope. The right structure has a constant value of energy loss in
the front counter. This structure arises most likely from elastic scattered 3He
particles, where due to aging effects, which result in trapping and incomplete
charge collection in the detector, the end detector does not measure the whole
deposited energy. Looking closely at Figure 31, one can also see the Coriolis
peak at the upper end of the a particle curve. The isolated peak at E « 0
and AE zz 3.5 MeV is probably due to missing energy signals in the end
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Figure 30: The total energy spectra of all particle telescopes. Also the sum
of all total energy spectra of all telescopes is displayed in the lower right

corner.

detector.
Comparing Figure 31 to Figure 32, one can see that the structure to the

very right can not be observed in the latter one. This is due to the fact, that
Figure 32 displays the AE — E matrix of a new particle telescope. Apart
from that, this spectrum features exactly the same structures which were
already explained for Figure 31.

An important feature of the AE — E matrices, which has not been dis-
cussed yet, is that a and 3He particles could be separated in these spectra. To
point out this fact, a grey scale coded two-dimensional picture of the AE — E
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Figure 31: The AE — E matrix of an old particle telescope. The structures
seen in this spectrum are explained in the text.

spectrum is shown in Figure 33. This spectrum is from another experiment,
carried out in October 1997. The same target was used, but the experiment
was continuously running for almost 9 days with an average beam current
of 1.6 nA, in order to complete the runs from April of the same year, from
which all the other spectra presented in this section are taken.

On the long axis of Figure 33 the end detector energy and on the short
axis, the front detector energy is given. The dispersion in both directions is
40 keV/channel. Thus, projecting the matrix onto the long axis, one would
obtain an end detector spectrum, by projecting it onto the short axis, one
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Figure 32: The AE — E matrix of a new particle telescope. The structures
seen in this spectrum are explained in the text.

would obtain a front detector spectrum. By projecting the matrix along the
diagonals E = AE one would obtain a total energy spectrum. Note the
different scales on the axises.

Even though it is a spectrum of a new telescope, one can see a small effect
of incomplete charge collection and trapping in the detector crystal, which
is exhibited by the long straight tail, leading away from the elastic scattered
3He peak, parallel to the long axis. Another interesting effect is the short
thin tail leading away parallel to the E = AE diagonals from the elastic
scattered 3He peak. This tail is too asymmetric in order to be explained by
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Figure 33: AE — E matrix used for calculating the range curve. On the long
axis, the energy of the end counter and on the short axis, the energy of the
front counter is given. The dispersion is 40 keV/channel in both directions.
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straggling in the front detector. A more likely explanation is that a small
amount of the ejectiles are channeling through the front detector due to its
polycrystalline structure.

In order to separate 3He and a particles one projects the AE — E matrix
shown in Figure 33, along the thin curves marked in there. The spectra
obtained in this way are usually referred to as thickness spectra. In order
to do so, it is most convenient to construct a range curve. A range curve
simply describes how deep a certain particle with a given kinetic energy can
penetrate a certain kind of matter. It is usually stated as a function of the
kinetic energy of the penetrating particle. An example of an experimental
range curve is given in Figure 34, where the range curve of a particles in
silicon is shown.

A common parameterization of a range curve is given in Equation 36.
However, it turned out, that the range curve, constructed in this work, can
be described more accurately by the parameterization given in Equation 37.

aEh (36)

(37)

In order to construct a range curve, one has to solve the implicit Equation
38, which follows directly from the definition of a range curve. For this
reason, one has to measure the deposited energy of one kind of ejectiles, e. g.
a particles, in the front detector and the end detector of one particle telescope
with known front detector thickness dfront, which was dfront = 143 //m in the
work presented here. This has of course to be done for as many different
kinetic energies of the ejectile as possible. A new graphical fit procedure has
been developed and implemented in the program MAMA [26]. Figure 33
shows a set of 66 data points, marking the area of a particles in the AE — E
matrix. Using this data set, and the parameterization of the range curve
given in Equation 37 one can solve the implicit Equation 38 by fitting the
parameters of Equation 37. The resulting experimental range curve can be
found in Figure 34. The fitted parameters can also be found in there.

R{Eerld + Efront) ~ R(Eend) = &jront (38)

In order to produce the thickness spectra, mentioned above, one can just
go the opposite way. Once, one has constructed a range curve, one can just
take the deposited energies in the front and the end particle detector, and,
by using Equation 38, calculate the thickness of the front detector. This
method is visualized in Figure 34 for three examples of the spectra from
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Figure 34: The range curve of a particles in silicon. The range curve was
parameterized according to Equation 37. The range curve was constructed
from Figure 33, the examples are taken from the spectra of particle telescope
3, which has a thickness of about 137

particle telescope 3, which has a thickness of about 137 /im. Of course, one
obtains a wrong thickness of the front detector, when using data of a 3He
ejectile, since the range curve was constructed for a particles, but this is
just the way to separate a particles from the background of 3He or other
light particles. It is also interesting to notice, that the calculated thickness
for low-energetic a particles at the detection threshold, is slightly too high.
This deviation can already be observed in Figure 33, where the fit clearly
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deviates from the data set for low-energetic particles. That might indicate,
that the range curve parameterization might have to be changed for low
energies.

The thickness spectra, obtained in this way, are shown in Figure 35.
In each spectrum, the experimentally determined thickness of the front de-
tectors are given, together with the theoretical thicknesses as stated in the
specification sheets, delivered by the manufacturer. One can see, that the
accordance of those two values is quite good. The 3He and a particles could
be separated very well in these spectra, thus it is possible to put gates on
the a peaks for the subsequent data analysis, in order to investigate a-7 co-
incidences. Actually, when using the program REDUC, as mentioned earlier
in this subsection, a very broad gate from 51 /tm to 511 ^m on the thickness
spectrum, using a very preliminary range curve, was already applied. The
effect of the lower gate can easily be seen in Figure 33.

The long tails of the 3He peaks towards smaller thicknesses in the spectra
of the particle telescopes 1 and 8 are due to aging effects in those detectors,
which were already discussed earlier in this subsection. It is also worth
to notice, that the yield in those two spectra are only about 50 % of the
yield observed in the spectra of new particle telescopes. This indicates, the
the aging effects also might affect the efficiency of the end detectors, which
usually should be around 100 %. In the lower right corner, the thickness
spectrum of particle telescope 3 is given in logarithmic scale. One can see
a very narrow peak at around 25 /im, which is due to hydrogen isotopes,
probably mainly protons. Towards higher thicknesses, one can see two very
broad peak structures, at around 175 fim and 400 fim. It is not yet clear
if those peaks arise from pile-up, or if they are due to reactions producing
heavy ejectiles like Li, Be or B isotopes. Anyway, the yield of those possible
reactions might be too low in order to be investigated.
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Figure 35: The thickness spectra of the particles telescopes. The experi-
mental thickness of the front particle detectors was obtained by fitting the a
peak. The theoretical thickness is taken from the specification sheets deliv-
ered by the manufacturer. In the lower right corner, the thickness spectrum
of particle telescope 3 is shown in a logarithmic scale. Note also the different
scale on the x-axis.
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4.2 The Particle Telescopes-7-Detector Timing
In order to investigate the particle telescope—/-detector timing, the time
spectra of all 7-detectors with respect to all particle telescopes have been
sorted out, gating on a particles as described in the previous subsection.
Since in the experiment, 5 particle telescopes, 27 Nal(Tl) detectors and 3
Ge(HP) detectors have been used, one obtains 150 time spectra. In Figure
36, two examples of such time spectra are given. In the upper part, the time
spectrum of Nal(Tl) detector 8 and in the lower part the time spectrum of
Ge(HP) detector 3, both with respect to particle telescope 3 are shown. As
already stated in Chapter 3.2, the dispersion of all time spectra is around
0.5 ns/channel.

Comparing the FWHM of the Nal(Tl) detector time spectra shown in
Figure 36, with that given in Figure 6, one can notice, that the particle
telescope—/-detector timing is more precise than the Ge(HP)-NaI(Tl) detec-
tor timing. This is of course due to the larger volume of the Ge(HP) detectors
and the resulting large fluctuations in the charge collection time.

In order to effectively set gates in the time spectra, one has to align them.
This can be done by assuming two different offsets in the time spectra, one
coming from the particle telescopes, and one coming from the 7-detectors
themselves. In order to determine these two contributions, the positions of
the maxima in all 135 particle telescope-Nal(Tl) detector, and all 15 particle
telescope-Ge(HP) detector time spectra are determined. By averaging these
positions, once for every particle telescope, and once for every 7-detector,
one is able to deconvolute the two contributing offsets of the time spectra.
The whole procedure of aligning the time spectra was implemented in a PAW
macro [27], which greatly simplifies the data analysis.

In Figure 37, the aligned time spectra of every Nal(Tl) detector with
respect to all telescopes are displayed. The time spectra were fitted between
channel 180 and 380 and aligned in that way, that the maxima should be
positioned at around channel 280. Comparing the FWHM of the time spectra
with those given in Figure 9, one can again notice that the particle telescope-
Nal(Tl) detector timing is more precise than the Ge(HP)-NaI(Tl) detector
timing.

One can see, that the spectra are aligned within 5 channels. It is also
worth to notice, that the FWHM of the Nal(Tl) detector 8 time spectrum
is about equal to the width of its time spectrum with respect to only one
particle telescope, as shown in Figure 36. This indicates, that also the dif-
ferent time offsets of the particle telescopes have been taken into account
correctly. An interesting observation is, that all downstream Nal(Tl) detec-
tors i. e. Nal(Tl) detectors 23 and 25-28, which only enclose an angle of about
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Figure 36: Example of two particle telescope—('-detector time spectra. In
the upper part the timing of Nal(Tl) detector 8, and in the lower part, the
timing of Ge(HP) detector 3, both with respect to particle telescope 3 are
shown. The time spectra have been fitted, using the fit function as given in
Equation 5, the FWHM and the area have been calculated with Equations 6
and 7 respectively.

37° with the beam direction, exhibit an extraordinary broad prompt peak
in their time spectra. Following the detailed discussion of Chapter 3.2, this
indicates, that those Nal(Tl) detectors have been exposed to a larger amount
of low-energetic 7-rays than the other detectors. It is not yet clear, which
effect might cause this coincident 7-ray background. Two possible explana-
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Figure 37: The particle telescope-Nal(Tl) detector timing. The spectra were
fitted between channel 180 and 380, using the fit function given by Equation
5. The FWHM was calculated, using Equation 6.

tions have been proposed. The origin of the 7-rays could be bremsstrahlung,
created by ^-electrons or light ions in the particle telescopes or their alu-
minum absorbers. It might also be possible that the beam dump, which is
only about 1.5 m away from the CACTUS detector array, is not well enough
shielded. The 7-rays, which are created there, might therefore penetrate its
shielding and occasionly be detected in the downstream Nal(Tl) detectors.

In Figure 38, the aligned time spectra of every Ge(HP) detector with
respect to all telescopes are shown. The time spectra were fitted between
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5. The FWHM was calculated, using Equation 6.

channel 140 and 380, and aligned in such a way that the maxima are posi-
tioned at around channel 280.

The spectra could be aligned within 5 channels. Also here, the different
time offsets of the particle telescopes have been taken into account correctly,
since the FWHM of the Ge(HP) detector 3 time spectrum is almost equal to
the width of its time spectrum with respect to only one particle telescope,
as shown in Figure 36. It is worth to mention, that the low time resolution
of Ge(HP) detector 2 is not due to any physical reason. In fact, the CFD
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Figure 39: The summed particle telescope-7-detector time spectra. In the
upper part, the summed Nal(Tl) detector time spectrum, and in the lower
part, the summed Ge(HP) detector time spectrum is shown. The time spec-
tra have been fitted, using the fit function as given in Equation 5, the FWHM
and the area have been calculated with Equations 6 and 7 respectively.

processing its time signal was partially broken during that experiment. After
replacing it by another one, the time resolution of Ge(HP) detector 2 was
comparable to the time resolutions of the other two Ge(HP) detectors.

In Figure 39, the summed time spectra of all 7-detectors with respect to
all particle telescopes are shown. These time spectra are used to put gates
on the prompt peak, in order to investigate a-7-coincidences. In addition to
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respectively.

the prompt peak, there is also an advanced peak around channel 110 and a
delayed peak around channel 440. These peaks are due to the fact, that the
cyclotron produces a pulsed 3He beam with 60 ns between two pulses. In the
case of the advanced peak, one has therefore probably observed one 7-quant
stemming from the beam pulse prior of the beam pulse where the a-particle
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is coming from. In the case of the delayed peak, it is just the other way
round.

An equal yield of random coincidences should also contribute to the
prompt peak. This means that at least two nuclear reactions occur in the
target due to particles from the same beam pulse, thus one reaction produces
an a-particle and the other reaction produces a 7-quant, both observed in the
detectors, but they are not correlated in any way. In order to subtract these
random coincidences, one simply subtracts the 7-spectra with advanced or
delayed timing signature from those with prompt timing signature. In this
work it is more useful to use the 7-spectra with advanced timing signature
for this purpose, since the 7-spectra with delayed timing signature are dis-
turbed by low-energetic 7-rays with prompt timing signature, due to their
late timing, as discussed in detail in Chapter 3.2.

In Figure 40 the advanced peaks of the summed time spectra of the 7-
detectors are shown. It is interesting to notice, that the FWHM of the
advanced peaks are much larger than for the prompt peaks, which is espe-
cially true in the case of the Nal(Tl) detectors. This might indicate, that
the four TDCs of the Nal(Tl) detectors show different dispersions. One can
also notice, that the area of the advanced peak is some 10% of the area of
the prompt peak.

It is now possible to calibrate the time spectra, using the positions of
the advanced peaks. Since the time difference between two beam pulses is
known to be 60 ns, the calibrations can be deduced directly from the spectra
shown in Figures 39 and 40. A preliminary calibration yields a dispersion of
0.40 ns/ch in the case of the Nal(Tl) detector time spectra, and 0.35 ns/ch
in the case of the Ge(HP) detector time spectra. Using these calibrations,
one can calculate the FWHM of the summed time spectra in nanoseconds.
Assuming that this calibration also holds for the Nal(Tl) detector time spec-
tra discussed in Subchapter 3.2, one can even deconvolute the contributions
of the different detector types to the FWHM of the time spectra according
to

FWHM = ^/(Ai1)2 + (Ai2)2, (39)

where Aij and A£2 denote the time resolutions of the two detector types
involved. Unfortunately, the particle-7 coincidence experiments described
here and the 7-7 coincidence experiments described in Subchapter 3.2 are not
really comparable. In the particle-7 coincidence experiments, one obtains a
continuous 7-spectrum with a huge amount of low energetic 7-rays, whereas
in the 7-7 coincidence experiments, one obtains discrete 7-transitions with
little Compton-background. In addition, there were electronic problems with
the CFD of Ge(HP) detector 2 during the particle-7 coincidence experiments
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(see Figure 38), which might introduce a substantial systematic error in the
calculations. In order to compensate for the first problem, the time resolution
in the 7-7 coincidence experiments at a 7-energy of 344.275 keV was chosen
(see Figure 12), since around this 7-energy, one obtains the highest yield of
7-rays in the particle-7 coincidence experiments. Nevertheless, it is assumed
that the error of the contributions of the different detector types to the
FWHM of the time spectra might be as big as 5 ns.

Time resolution

Ge(HP)-NaI(Tl)
E^ = 344.275 keV
Particle telescopes

Nal(Tl)
Particle telescopes

Ge(HP)
Ge(HP)
Nal(Tl)

Particle telescopes

FWHM [ns]

18.3"

10.8

16.3

16
10
5

Table 4: Time resolution of the different detector types.

"Value deduced from Figure 12, applying a dispersion of some 0.40 ns/ch
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4.3 Pile-Up

As can be seen in Figure 1, a pile-up inspection is performed for all front
particle detectors and Ge(HP) detectors, as well as for the group A and B
of the end particle detectors. In the following, the spectra where the pile-up
flag is raised will be discussed. All the spectra, discussed in this subsection
are taken from the combined analysis of the two 162Dy(3He,a) experiments,
carried out in April and October 1997 respectively

In Figure 41, the pile-up spectra of the particle telescopes are shown. In
the upper left corner, an a-particle spectrum without pile-up is shown for
comparison. In the upper right corner, the particle spectrum with pile-up in
the front particle detector is shown. This spectrum consists mainly of real
pile-up events. Its shape is very different from the a-particle spectrum. Also
the dominating peak can be explained by assuming an elastic scattered 3He
particle, with an additional energy deposition of 1 MeV in the front particle
detector by another particle. In that way, the resulting event looks like an
a-particle event. Due to the pile-up inspection one can easily distinguish
such events from real a-particle events.

In the lower left corner, the particle pile-up spectrum where at least either
the front particle detector or the end particle detector pile-up flag is raised,
is shown. Surprisingly, one obtains about 2.5 times more counts than in
the previous pile-up spectrum. In order to investigate this, a third pile-up
spectrum is shown, where only the end particle detector pile-up flag is raised,
but not the one of the front particle detector. It is very difficult to judge,
whether this spectrum consists of mainly pile-up events. In the following,
four reasons are given why this might not be the case.

• The spectrum looks almost exactly like the a-particle spectrum without
pile-up. The pile-up flag might have been set for some other reason.

• Assuming that the end particle detector was actually hit by two dif-
ferent particles during the pile-up inspection time, the second particle
had to enter the end particle detector from the rear end, since the front
particle detector did not show pile-up. This scenario is very unlikely.

• Since the pile-up is inspected for a whole group of end particle detectors,
(see Figure 1), it just might be that two different particle telescopes
of the same group were hit during the pile-up inspection time, which
would not result in a true pile-up event.

• Since the thresholds of the end particle detectors are set as low as
possible, but on the other hand the time signals of a group of end
particle detectors are fanned, this might result in a low signal to noise
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Figure 41: Pile-up spectra of the particle telescopes. In the upper left corner
an a particle spectrum without pile-up is shown for comparison.

ratio in the time signals, and therefore occasionally triggering of the
pile-up inspection module from time to time.

Still, it is possible that a certain fraction of those events really are pile-up
events, but it seems almost impossible to determine this quantitatively.

In Figure 42 the pile-up spectra of the Ge(HP) detectors due to pile-
up in the particle detectors are shown. In comparison, the spectrum of the
Ge(HP) detectors without pile-up is shown in the upper part of this Figure.
All the spectra have the same shape, since pile-up was detected in the particle
telescopes, and not in the Ge(HP) detectors. It is remarkable that even with
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low statistic, one can already see discrete lines in the low-energetic parts of
the pile-up spectra.

If one assumes, that the pile-up in the end particle detectors is not real
as it was discussed above, the distortion of the a-f coincidence spectrum due
to the pile-up events in the front particle detector is only some 0.27 %. Even
if one assumes, that all pile-up events in the end particle detector are real,
the distortion of the a-7 coincidence spectrum by particle telescope pile-up
events is only about 1.2 %.
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This figure changes dramatically if one looks at the Ge(HP) detector
spectra with pile-up in the Ge(HP) detectors as shown in Figure 43. First of
all it is important to notice, that those spectra consist of mainly real pile-up
events in the Ge(HP) detectors. This can be seen by the fact, that the shape
of the spectra are different from the shape of the Ge(HP) detector spectrum
without pile-up, shown in the upper part of this Figure. In addition, even if
one has considerably higher statistics than in the previous case, one cannot
identify one single line in the low-energetic region of the spectra. Both facts
are clear indications, that one detects mainly real pile-up events.

The distortion of the a-7 coincidence spectrum due to pile-up events in
the Ge(HP) detectors is about 4.5 times higher than due to pile-up events
in the particle telescopes, if one assumes that all pile-up events in the end
particle detectors are real. In the worst case, if one assumes that none of the
pile-up events in the end particle detectors are real, this ratio increases to
about 20.

Now, it is not that important to detect a rather small continuous back-
ground due to pile-up in the Ge(HP) spectra, since one is mainly interested
in analyzing discrete lines. Nevertheless, for the Nal(Tl) detectors, this point
might turn out to be crucial in the analysis, since the total distortion of the
a-7 coincidence spectrum due to pile-up events in the Ge(HP) detectors is
of the order of 5 %. If one assumes about the same figure for the Nal(Tl)
detector spectra, one has a considerably high background of pile-up events,
mainly disturbing the high energy part of the spectrum, where the number
of counts is quite low anyway. This might yield in a large overestimation of
the number of high energetic 7-rays. It is therefore recommended to perform
pile-up inspection in the Nal(Tl) detectors in future experiments.

The authors wish to thank Jette Sorensen for making the target. Fi-
nancial support from the Norwegian Research Council (NFR) is gratefully
acknowledged.
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A Listing of online.f

The following listing shows the new online sorting routine 'online.f. The
program is able to handle particle-7 coincidence experiments, 7-7 coinci-
dence experiments and experiments where no coincidence is required (like
7-background measurements). Due to slow conversion time of the Ge(HP)
ADCs, it is only possible to run these ADCs with 12 bits i.e. one can only
obtain 4 k spectra. This is taken into account in the following sorting rou-
tine. However, it is very easy to alter the sorting routine, in order to obtain
8 k spectra, in case the ADCs might be replaced by faster ones.

C
r*
Kj

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
1-1

c
Q

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
r

online.:

Written

Date

f Sorting

by :

Exp. name :

Comment

All purpose

8 Telescope

For the

routine for SIRIUS

Andreas Schiller
21 1Mar 1997
8 Tel, 32 Hal,
All

3 Ge, Pile up

Purpose Online Sorting

online sorting
spectra, 32 Hal

program for fast sorting of
spectra and 3 Ge spectra.

first time, advanced pile up handling included.
The sorting

coincidences

Spectra

ESP
DESP

EDESP

THICKSP

GESP

GESP

TGESP

TGESP

HASP

TBASP

SIHGLES
SIHGLES

SIHGLES

SIHGLES

SIHGLES
SIHGLES

program can be
as i

sorted:

0- 7
0- 7
0- 7
0- 7
0- 2
3- 5
0- 2
3- 5
0-31
0-31
0- 7
0- 7
8
9
8
9

, ch

, ch
, ch

, ch

, ch

. ch

, ch
, ch

, ch

, ch

, ch
, ch

, ch

, ch

, ch
, ch

sell as for

0000-2047:

0000-2047:

0000-2047:

0000-2047:

0000-4095:

0000-4095:

0000-0511:

0000-0511:
0000-2047:

0000-0511:
0000-2047:

2048-4095:

0000-2047:

0000-2047:

2048-4095:

2048-4095:

used for particle-gamma

gamma-gamma coincidences.

Energy of end counters

Energy of front counters

Total energy of telescopes

Thickness of telescopes

Energy of Ge detectors

Pile up of Ge detectors
Time of Ge detectors

Time of Ge pile up events

Energy of Hal detectors

Time of Hal detectors

Pile up of front counters
Pile up of end counters

Pile up of telescopes group A

Pile up of telescopes group B

Pile up of thickness group A

Pile up of thickness group B

C Hard sired requirements:
C
C CAHAC Pile Up Rejection Module

C Use input number 2

C Use ch 0- 7 for front counters

C Use ch 8-10 for Ge detectors

C Use ch 14-15 for end counter groups A and B

C

C Master TPU

C Use ch 0 for telescope group A

C Use ch 2 for telescope group B
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C Use ch 4 for Ge detector 1

C Use ch 6 for Ge detector 2

C Use ch 8 for Ge detector 3

C Use ch 10 for Ge time information

C

C ADC's

C Use 4k spectra for Ge detectors

C Use Ik spectra for Ge time information
c

-Variables used-

SUBROUTIHE eventsort(singles ,esp,desp,edesp,thicksp,gesp,

+tgesp,nasp,tnasp)

IMPLICIT HOME

IHCLUDE »common_defs.decl'

IHCLUDE 'spec_params.decl'

REAL r,rand,fe,fde

IHTEGER i,j,e,de,ede,thick,tn,ena,tna,ege,tge,geo

LOGICAL pu,pe,pde

Start

j=o

pe=.FALSE.
pde=.FALSE.
r=rand(0)-0.5
Initialize some variables
pu=(m(9,0).EQ.l)
Look if pile up has occured

T P U i

IF (m(0,0).EQ.l) THEH

Look if TPU 1 has pattern

-Particles

Group A-

IF (btest(m(0,l) ,0)) THEB

Look if Group A has signal

de=m(l,0)

e=m(2,0)

Get channel of front and end detectors

tn=e/2048

i=de/2048

Calculate telescope number

IF (tn.HE.i) GOTO 100

Look if tfront detector = tend detector

de=de-tn*2048

e=e-tn*2048

Subtract offset

j=j + l

Increment number of telescopes fired

EUD IF

-Group B-

IF (btest(m(0,l),2)) THEB

Look if Group B has signal

de=m(l,2)



e=m(2,2)

Get channel of front and end detectors

tn=e/2048

i=de/2048

Calculate relative telescope number

IF (tn.HE.i) GOTO 100

Look if #front detector = tend detector

de=de-tn*2048

e=e-tn*2048

Subtract offset

tn=tn+4

Calculate true telescope number

j=j + l

Increment number of telescopes fired

EHD IF

Group A+B

IF (j.Eq.l) THEH

Look if only one telescope has signal

fe=(REAL(e)+r)*gaine(tn)+shifte(tn)

fde=<REAL(de)+r)*gainde(tn)+shiftde(tn)

Align spectra

e=I!TT(fe+0.5)

de=IHT(fde+0.5)

Restore spectra

ede=I!TT(fe+fde+O.5>

Make total energy spectra

IF ((e.LT.O).0R.(e.GT.2O47)> e=0

IF ((de.LT.O).OR.(de.GT.2047)) de=0

IF (Cede.LT.O).OR.(ede.GT.2047)) ede=0

Look if all spectra are in range

thick=range(ede)-range(e)

Make thickness spectra

IF ((thick.LT.O).OR.(thick.GT.2047)) thick=O

Look if thickness spectra are in range

IF (pu.EQ..TRUE.) THEH

IF (btest(m(10,l>,14+tn/4)) pe=.TRUE.

IF (btest(m(10,l),tn)) pde=.TRUE.

Look for pile up in individual channels

EHD IF

IF ((pe.Eq..TRUE.).OR.(pde.EQ..TRUE.)) THEH

IF (pde.EQ..TRUE.) singles(de,tn)=singles(de,tn)+l

IF (pe.EQ..TRUE.) singles(e+2048,tn)=singles(e+2048,tn)+l

singles(ede,8+tn/4)=singles(ede,8+tn/4)+l

singles(thick+2048,8+tn/4)=singles(thick+2048,8+tn/4)+l

Increment pile up spectra using singles spectra

ELSE

esp(e,tn)=esp(e,tn)+l

desp(de,tn)=desp(de,tn)+l

edesp(ede ,tn)=edesp(ede,tn)+l

thicksp(thick,tn)=thicksp(thick,tn)+l

Increment regular spectra

EHD IF

EHD IF

C Germanium

c G e

100 IF (btest(m(0,l),4)) THEH

C Look if Ge 1 has signal
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ege=IHT((REAL(m(l,4))+r)*gainge(0)+shiftge(0)+0.5)

Get channel of Ge 1 and align spectra

IF (<ege.LT.O).0R.(ege.GT.4O95)) ege=O

Look if Ge 1 spectrum is in range

geo=0

IF ((pu.EQ,..TRUE.).AHD.(btest(m(10,1),8))) geo=3

Look for pile up in Ge 1

gesp(ege,geo)=gesp(ege,geo)+l

Increment Ge 1 spectrum

IF (btest(m(0,l),10)> THEH

Look for Ge time spectrum

tge=m(l,10)/2+shifttge(0)

Get channel of Ge time and align spectra

IF ((tge.LT.O) .OR.(tge.GT.511)) tge=O

Look if time spectrum is in range

tgesp(tge,geo)=tgesp(tge,geo)+l

Increment time spectrum

EHD IF

EHD IF

-Ge 2-

IF <btest(m(O,l),6)) THEH

Look if Ge 2 has signal

ege=HT((REAL(m(l,6)>+r)*gainge(l)+shiftgeU)+0.5)

Get channel of Ge 2 and align spectra

IF ((ege.LT.O).OR.(ege.GT.4095)) ege=O

Look if Ge 2 spectrum is in range

geo=l

IF ((pu.EQ..TRUE.).AHD.(btest(m(10,1),9))) geo=4

Look for pile up in Ge 2

gesp(ege,geo)=gesp(ege,geo)+l

Increment Ge 2 spectrum

IF (btest(m(0,l),10)) THEIT

Look for Ge time spectrum

tge=m(l,10)/2+shifttge(l)

Get channel of Ge time and align spectra

IF ((tge.LT.O) .DR. (tge.GT.SID) tge=O

Look if time spectrum is in range

tgesp(tge,geo)=tgesp(tge,geo)+l

Increment time spectrum

EHD IF

EHD IF

G e 3

IF (btest(m(O,l),8)) THEH

Look if Ge 3 has signal

ege=IHT((REAL(m(l,8))+r)*gainge(2)+shiftge(2)+0.5)

Get channel of Ge 3 and align spectra

IF ((ege.LT.O).OR.(ege.GT.4095)) ege=O

Look if Ge 3 spectrum is in range

geo=2

IF ((pu.EQ..TRUE.).AHD.(btest(m(10,1),10))) geo=5

Look for pile up in Ge 3

gesp(ege,geo)=gesp(ege,geo)+l

Increment Ge 3 spectrum

IF (btest(m(O,l),10)) THEH

Look for Ge time spectrum

tge=m(l,10)/2+shifttge(2)

Get channel of Ge time and align spectra

IF ((tge.LT.O).OR.(tge.GT.511)) tge=0



Look if time spectrum is in range

tgesp(tge,geo)=tgesp(tge,geo)+l

Increment time spectrum

EHD IF

EHD IF

-TPU 2

HaKTl)-

IF (m(3,0).EQ.l) THEH

C Look if TPU 2 has signal

DO 2OO,i=O,15

IF (btest(m(3,l),i)) THEH

C Look if individual channel i has signal

ena=IHT((REAL(m(4,i))+r)*gainna(i)/2.O+shiftna(i)+O.5)

C Get channel of Hal i and align spectra

IF ((ena.LT.O).0R.(ena.GT.2O47)) ena=O

C Look if spectrum i is in range

nasp(ena,i)=nasp(ena,i)+l

C Increment spectrum i

tna=m(5,i)/8+shifttna(i)

C Get channel of Hal i time and align spectra

IF ((tna.LT.O).OR.(tna.GT.511)) tna=O

C Look if time spectrum i is in range

tnasp(tna,i)=tnasp(tna,i)+l

C Increment time spectrum i

EHD IF

200 COHTIHUE
EHD IF

c T P U 3

c HaKTl)

IF (m(6,0).EQ.l) THEH

C Look if TPU 3 has signal

DO 300,i=0,15

j=i+16

C Calculate true channel number j

IF (btest(m(6,l),i>) THEH

C Look if individual channel j has signal

ena=IHT<(REAL(m(7,i))+r)»gainna(j)/2.O+shiftna(j)+0.5)

C Get channel of Hal j and align spectra

IF ((ena.LT.O).DR.(ena.GT.2047)) ena=0

C Look if spectrum j is in range

nasp(ena,j)=nasp(ena,j)+l

C Increment spectrum j

tna=m(8,i)/8+shifttna(j)

C Get channel of Hal j time and align spectra

IF ((tna.LT.O).OR.(tna.GT.511)) tna=0

C Look if time spectrum j is in range

tnasp(tna,j)=tnasp(tna,j)

C Increment time spectrum j

EHD IF

300 COHTIHUE

EHD IF

EHD IF

c E H D

RETURH
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EHD



B The Program angle.f

The following listing shows the program 'angle.f, which is used, in order to
calculate angular distributions of any given 7-7 cascade. The program takes
mixing of higher multipole transitions into account. It is also possible to
calculate a set of angular distributions in case of unknown mixing parame-
ters. However, these features were not used in the present work. The output
of the program is a table of A22, A44 and higher order coefficients, defined
by Equation 18, if necessary. In addition, a graphical output is produced,
which can be processed by PAW [27]. In case of fixed mixing parameters,
the graphics visualize the angular distribution itself in a polar diagram (see
Figure 44); in the case of one unknown mixing parameter, the graphics show
a plot of the A22 coefficient with respect to the unknown mixing parameter,
if all higher coefficients equal zero (see Figure 45), and an A22-A44 plot oth-
erwise (see Figure 46); in the case of two unknown mixing parameters, the
graphics show a contour plot of the A22 and possible higher coefficients with
respect to the two unknown mixing parameters (see Figures 47 and 48).

B.I Listing of angle.f
PROGRAM ABGLE

This program calculates the angular distribution of gammas for a given Spin cascade:

Ll+deltal*(Ll+l) L2+delta2*(L2+l)

J( initial) >J( intermediate) >J (final)

The raultipolarities LI and L2 can be adjusted to the users wishes, although in

most cases the lowest possible multipolarities, also taken as defaults, might apply.

In addition, mixing parameters deltal and delta2 are taken into account. These

mixing parameters reflect the ammount of the next higher multipole transition,

f. ex. Ml+delta*E2. Since mixing parameters are phase sensitive, also negative

mixing parameters can occur, even mixing parameters greater than 1 are possible.

So mixing parameters range from -infinity to +infinity. It is also worth to notice,

that this program uses mixing parameters of the Biedenharn-Rose type.

In the case of unknown mixing parameters, it is possible to calculate the angular

distribution for a set of different mixing parameters. This set is calculated as

* follows: delta=+-exp(+-i/step), whereas i=0..(H-l).infinity.

* 'H' and 'step' can be customized within this program.

* As output, this program calculates coefficients of Legendre polynomials, called

* AO, A2, A4, etc. The angular distribution then, can be written as:

* V(theta)*d0mega=(A0+A2*P2(cos(theta))+A4*P4(cos(theta))+...)*dOmega, whereas

* theta is the angle between the first and the second gamma respectively, and P2,

* P4, etc. are Legendre polynomials.

*

* The output is a table, showing the A coefficients, and several files

* which are customized to be used by PAW.

IMPLICIT LOGICAL(P)

IMPLICIT CHARACTER (Q)
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CHARACTER *41 F0RM1
CHARACTER *25 F0RM2
CHARACTER *21 FORH3
CHARACTER *46 F0RH4
CHARACTER »11 IHFIHITY.CORHER
CHARACTER *9 FILEHAHE
CHARACTER *3 G1,G2,G3
PARAMETER CIHFIHITY='+-Infinity >,CDRHER=' d-i / d-f ')
DIMEHSIOB AA(0:399),AD(0:399),AI(0:399),AF(0:399)

Printig header
WRITEC6,'(A5O)>)'
WRITEC6,'(A5O)')'
WRITEC6,'(A5O)')'
WRITE(6,'(A5O)»)'
WRITE(6,'(A50)')'
WRITEC6,'(A50)') '
WRITEC6,»(A5O)')'
WRITE(6,'(A5O)')'
VRITE(6,'(A50>')'
WRITE(6,'(A5O)')'
WRITEC6,'(A5O)»)'
VRITEC6,'(A5O)')'
WRITE(6,'(A5O)')'
WRITE(6,'(X)')

A I G L E 1.1

Program to calculate angular distribution
of a given gamma ray cascade.

Formulae based on Landolt-Boernstein,
numerical Tables for Angular Correlation
Computations in alpha-, beta- and ganuna-
Spectroscopy. Springer, Berlin, 1968

Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory, October 1996

Input some data
Q='e'
WRITE(6,1)Q
FORMATC'Calculation for odd (o) or even (e) nucleus <',A1,'>:',$)
CALL READA(5,q)
LI = 1
WRITE(6,2)LI
FORHATC'Initial Spin (*2 for odd nucleus) <>,12,'>:',$)
CALL READK5.LI)
LH=1
WRITE(6,3)LH
FORHATC'Intermediate Spin
CALL READIC5.LH)
LF=1
WRITEC6,4)LF
FORHATC'Final Spin
CALL READIC5.LF)
IF (CLH.EQ.O) .AHD.(CLI.EQ.O) .OR. CLF.EQ .0)) ) STOP '0~>0 transition not allowed'

C*2 for odd nucleus) <',12,'>:',$)

C*2 for odd nucleus) <',12 ,'>:',$)

How, calculating multipolarity of transitions
IF Cq.Eq.'o') THEH

Ll=ABSCLI-LH)/2
L2=ABS(LF-LH)/2
LlP=CLI+LH)/2
L2P=CLF+LH)/2

ELSE
L1=ABS(LI-LM)
L2=ABS(LF-LM)
L1P=LI+LM
L2P=LF+LH

EHD IF
EO or MO transitions are not taken into account
IF CLl.Eq.O) Ll=l
IF CL2.Eq.O) L2=l

Checking if calculated multipolarity is according to users wishes
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IF (L1P.GT.L1) THEN

WRITE(6,'(A48,12)')'Calculated multipolarity for first transition: ',L1

WRITE(6,'(A48,12)')'Maximum multipolarity for first transition: \L1P

Ql='n'

WRITE(6,5)Q1

5 FORHAK'Do you nant to increase multipolarity <> ,A1 ,'>:',$)

CALL READA(5,Q1)

IF (Ql.EQ.'y') THEB

L1H=L1+1

WRITE(6,6)L1H

6 FORMAT('Type new multipolarity for first transition <>, 12 ,'>:',$)

CALL READK5.L1H)

IF ((LIB.LT.LI).OR.(LIB.GT.LIP)) THEH

STOP 'Multipolarity out of range'

ELSE

L1=L1H

EHD IF

EHD IF

EHD IF

IF (L2P.GT.L2) THEH

WRITE<6,>(A48,12)')'Calculated multipolarity for second transition: ',L2

WRITE(6,'(A48.I2) O'Maximum multipolarity for second transition: ',L2P

q2='n>

¥RITE(6,7)Q2

7 FDRMATC'Do you want to increase multipolarity <',A1,'>:',$)

CALL READA(5,Q2)

IF (Q2.Eq.'y') THEH

L2I=L2+1

WRITE(6,8)L2H

8 FORHATCType new multipolarity for second transition <> ,12 ,'>:',$)

CALL READK5.L2H)

IF ((L2H.LT.L2).0R.(L2H.GT.L2P)) THEH

STOP 'Multipolarity out of range'

ELSE

L2=L2H

EHD IF

EHD IF

EHD IF

* Input of mixing parameters if required

Dl=0.0

Pl=(.FALSE.)

qi='n'

IF (L1P.GT.L1) THEH

WRITE(6,9)qi

9 FORMATC'Mixing for first transition <',A1,'>:',$)

CALL READA(5,Q1)

IF (Ql.EQ.'y') THEH

WRITE(6,'(A44)')'If you type 0.0 , angular distribution for a'

WRITE(6,'(A44)')'set of mixing parameters will be calculated.'

Dl=0.0

WRITE(6,1O)D1

10 FORMATCType mixing parameter for first transition <',SP,F4.1 ,'>:',$)

CALL READF(5,D1)

IF (Dl.EQ.0.0) P1=(.TRUE.)

ELSE

qi='n'

EHD IF

EHD IF

D2=0.0

P2=(.FALSE.)

Q2='n'
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IF (L2P.GT.L2) THEB

WRITE(6,11)Q2

11 FORMAT('Mixing for second transition <',A1,'>:',$)

CALL READA(5,Q2)

IF (Q2.EQ.'y') THEH

WRITE(6, '(A44)')'If you type 0.0 , angular distribution for a'

WRITE(6,'(A44)')'set of mixing parameters will be calculated.'

D2=0.0

WRITE(6,12)D2

12 FORHATCType mixing parameter for second transition <',SP,F4.1,'>',$)

CALL READF(5,D2)

IF (D2.EQ.0.0) P2=(.TRUE.)

ELSE

Q2='n>

EHD IF

EHD IF

• Specify the set of mixing parameters

H=l

AD(0)=0.0

IF (P1.0R.P2) THEH

WRITE<6,'(A52)')'HOB many different mixing parameters should be taken'

WRITE<6,'(A52)')'into account. Haximum=4*100. Be careful, the number'

WRITE(6,13)H

13 FORNAK'you type here, uill be taken times 4. <4*', II ,'>',$)

CALL READI(5,H)

IF ((H.LT.l).OR.(H.GT.lOO)) STOP 'Humber out of range'

WRITE(6,'(A52)')'Here, you can specify a stepuidth. The set of mixing'

WRITE(6, '(A52)')'parameters is calculated, according to the formular'

IF (H.GE.10) THEH

URITE(6,'(A36,I2,A14)')>delta=+-exp(+-i/step), whereas i=O..',(H-1) ,

C.infinity. So,'

ELSE

WRITE(6,'(A36,I1,A15)')>delta=+-exp(+-i/step), uhereas i=0..',(H-1) ,

C.infinity. So,'

EHD IF

B=1.0

WRITE(6,14)B

14 F0RHAT('you can type here the stepnidth you want to apply. <',F3.1 ,'>',$)

CALL READF(5,B)

IF (B.LE.O.O) STOP 'Stepwidth out of range'

• Calculating some formats

H1=4*H

G1=CHAR(HOD(H1,10)+48)

IF (H1.GE.10) G1=CHAR(HOD(IHT(REAL(H1)/1O.O),10)+48)//Gl

IF (H1.GE.100) Gl=CHAR(HOD(IHT(REAL(Hl)/100.0),10)+48)//Gl

H1=2*H

G2=CHAR(NOD(H1,10)+48)

IF (H1.GE.10) G2=CHAR(M0D(IHT(REAL(Hl)/10.0),10)+48)//G2

IF (H1.GE.100) G2=CHAR(HOD(IHT(REAL(Hl)/100.0),10)+48)//G2

H1=2*H-1

G3=CHAR(MOD(H1,10)+48)

IF (H1.GE.10) G3=CHAR(M0D(IHT(REAL(Hl>/10.0),10)+48)//G3

IF (H1.GE.1OO) G3=CHAR(HOD(IHT(REAL(H1)/100.0),10)+48)//G3

FORH1='(A11,SP,'//G2//'(E10.3,X),A11,SP,'//G3//'(E10.3,X))'

FORM2='(SP,E10.3,X,7/G1//'(F10.7,X))'

FORM3='(A11,SP,'//G1//'(F10.7,X))•

FORH4='(A28,I3,X,SP,'//G2//'(E10.3,X),A11,SP,'//G3//'(E10.3,X))'

101 FORHAT(A11,SP,E10.3,X)

102 FDRHAT(A11,SP,F1O.7,X)

103 FORMAT(SP,E10.3,X,F10.7,X)
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no

Calculating a set of mixing parameters (0+)—>(+- inf in i ty )—X0-)
DO 11O,J=-(H-1),(H-1),1
AD(H+J)=EXP(REAL(J)/B)
AD(3*H-J)=(-EXP(REAL(J)/B))
COHTIHUE

EHD IF

Calculating maximal loop value

IF ((qi.EQ.'n>).AHD.(Q2.EQ.'n')) M=MIH(2*L1,2*L2)

IF ((Ql.EQ. >y').AID.<Q2.EQ.'n')) H=MIH(2*L1+2,2*L2)

IF ((qi.Eq.'n').AID.(q2.EQ.'y')) H=HIH(2*L1,2*L2+2)

IF ((qi.Eq.'y').AID.(q2.EQ.'y')) M=MIH(2*Ll+2,2*L2+2)

IF (Q.EQ.'o') THEH

M=HIH(LM,M)

ELSE

M=MIH(2«LM,M)

EHD IF

IF (H0D(H,2).EQ.l) H=H-1

Type conversion to real

IF (q.EQ.>o>) THEH

BI=REAL(LI)/2.0

BM=REAL(LH)/2.0

BF=REAL(LF)/2.0

ELSE

BI=REAL(LI)

BH=REAL(LH)

BF=REAL(LF)

EHD IF

B1=REAL(L1)

B2=REAL(L2)

Opening file for use with PAW

OPEH(10,FILE='angle.kumac',STATUS='UHKHOWH')

WRITEdO,'(All)')'macro angle'

WRITEdO, '(A18) ') 'histogram/delete *'

WRITEdO,'(A15)')'vector/delete *'

WRITEdO, '(A14)')'graphics/set *'

WRITEdO, '(A17)') 'graphics/option *'

WRITEdO, '(A19)') 'graphics/option zf 1'

WRITEdO, '(A20)')'graphics/option nbox'

WRITEdO, '(A18)')'graphics/misc/next'

The first coefficient is trivial

WRITEC6,'(X)')

WRITEC6,'(A2)')'A0'

URITEC6,'(SP,E10.3)')1.0

WRITEC6,»(X)')

Calculating the other coefficients

IF (H.GT.O) THEH

DO 260,1=2,H,2

Opening data file for output

IF (P1.0R.P2) THEH

II=HOD(I,10)

FILEHAHE=CHAR(II+48)

IF (I.GE.10) FILEHAHE=CHAR(H0D(IHT(REAL<I)/10.0),10)+48)//FILEHAHE

FILENAHE='angle.a'//FILEHAME

OPEHd 1 ,FILE=FILEHAHE ,STATUS= 'UHKHOWH ')

EHD IF

Set tso control flags
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11=0

P=(I .LE. <2*LO)

* Check if mixing Has enabled

IF (qi.EQ.'n') THEH

AI(O)=A(P,I,B1,BI,BM,0.0)

ELSE

* Check if calculation for a set of mixing parameters Has required

IF (.50T.PI) THEH

AI(O)=A(P,I,B1,BI,BH,D1)

ELSE

* Calculation for mixing parameters equal 0 or infinity

AI(O)=A(P,I,B1,BI,BM,O.O)

AI(2*H)=A((.TRUE.),1,(Bl+1.0),BI,BH,0.0)

11=4*5-1

* Calculating for other mixing parameters (0+)—>(+-infinity)—X0-)

DO 21O,J=-(H-1),(H-1),1

AI(H+J)=A(P,I,B1,BI,BN,AD(H+J))

AI(3*H-J)=A(P,I,B1,BI,BM,AD(3*H-J)>

210 COHTIHUE

EHD IF

EHD IF

* Set two control flags

12=0

P=(I.LE.(2*L2))

* Check if mixing Has enabled

IF (q2.Eq.'n') THEH

AF(0)=A(P,I,B2,BF,B«,0.0)

ELSE

* Check if calculation for a set of mixing parameters was required

IF (.I0T.P2) THEH
AF(0)=A(P,I>B2)BF>BH,D2)

ELSE

* Calculation for mixing parameters equal 0 or infinity

AF(0>=A(P,I,B2,BF,BH,0.0)
AF(2*H)=A((.TRUE.),I,(B2+1.0),BF,BH,0.0)
I2=4*H-1

* Calculating a for other mixing parameters (0+)—>(+-infinity)—X0-)

DO 220,J=-(H-l),(H-1),1

AF(H+J)=A(P,I,B2,BF,BH,AD(H+J))

AF(3*H-J)=A(P,I,B2,BF,BH,AD(3*H-J))

220 COHTIHUE

EHD IF

EHD IF

* Write read instructions to PAW file

IF (P1.AHD.P2) THEH

WRITE(1O,'(A15,I2.2,A1,I3.3,A1,I3.3,A3)')

C'vector/create a',I,'(',4*H,',>,4*H,') R»

WRITE<10,'(A13,I2.2,X,A10,A8)')'vector/read a',I,FILEHAHE,' (F10.7)'

ELSE IF (P1.QR.P2) THEH

WRITE<10,'(A15,I2.2,Al,I3.3,A3)')'vector/create a>,1,>(',4*H, ') R'

WRITE(10,'(A13,I2.2,X,A10,A8)>)'vector/read a',I,FILEHAHE,' (F10.7)'

EHD IF

* Write first line on screen

WRITEC6,'(A1.I2.2)')'A',I

IF (P2> THEH

WRITE(6,FORH1)CORHER,(AD(II),11=0,(2*1-1)).IHFIHITY,(AD(II),II=(2*H+1),(4*H-1))

ELSE IF (Q2.EQ.'y>> THEH

WRITE(6,101)CDRHER,D2

ELSE

WRITE(6,101),CORHER,0.0

EHD IF
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• Calculate values

DO 250,J1=O,11,1

DO 230,J2=0,12,1

AAO2)=AI(J1)*AF(J2)

230 COHTIHUE

* Write the result to file

IF (P2) THEH

DO 240,J2=0,12,1

WRITEdl,'(F10.7)>)AA(J2)

240 COHTIHUE

ELSE IF (PI) THEH

WRITEdl,'(F10.7)')AA(0)

ELSE

AD(I)=AA(O)

EBD IF

* Write the result on screen

IF (P2) THEH

IF (J1.EQ.(2*H)) THEH

WRITE(6,F0RM3)IHFUriTY,(AA(II),n=0,(4*H-l))

ELSE IF (Dl.HE.O.O) THEH

WRITE(6,FORN2)D1,(AA(II),II=0,(4*H-1))

ELSE

WRITE(6,FORH2)AD(J1),(AA(II),11=0,(4*H-1))

EHD IF

ELSE

IF (Jl.Eq.<2*H)) THEH

URITEC6,102)IHFIHITY,AA(O)

ELSE IF (Dl.HE.O.O) THEH

WRITE(6,103)Dl,AA(0)

ELSE

URITE(6,1O3)AD(J1),AA(O)

EHD IF

EHD IF

250 COHTIHUE

CLOSE(ll)

URITE(6,'(X)')

260 COHTIHUE

EBD IF

• Calculating explicit angular distribution

IF (.H0T.(P1.0R.P2>) THEH

• Write read instructions to PAW file

WRITEdO, >(A28)>)'vector/create angle(2,401) R'

WRITEClO,'(A43)')'vector/read angle angle.out (F10.7,X,F10.7)'

WRITEdO, '(A26) ') >label=Angular Distribution'

URITEC10,>(A37)')'histogram/create/title_global [label] '

WRITEdO, '(A29) ')'graphics/hplot/null - 3 3 - 3 3 '

WRITEdO, '(A61) ')'graphics/primitives/graph 401 angled ,1:401) angle(2 ,1:401) C

WRITEdO, '(A42) ')'graphics/hplot/atitle ' 'x-y-Plane' ' ' 'z-Axis' "

OPEH(11,FILE='angle.out',STATUS='UHKHOWH')

DO 320,J1=O,400,1

• Calculating direction (X,Y) of vector

Y=COS(REAL(J1)*3.141592654/200.0)

X=-SIH(REAL(J1)*3.141592654/200.0)

AA(O)=1

AA(1)=Y

R=l

IF (H.GT.O) THEH

DO 310,J2=2,H,2

• Calculating length (R) of vector, using Legendre polynomials

AA(J2)=AA(J2-1)*Y*REAL(2*J2-1)/REAL(J2)-AA(J2-2)*REAL(J2-1)/REAL(J2)

AA(J2+1)=AA(J2)*Y*REAL(2*J2+1)/REAL(J2+1)-AA(J2-1)*REALO2)/REAL(J2+1)
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R=R+AD(J2)*AACJ2)

310 COHTIHUE

ESD IF

• Write position to file

Y=R*Y

X=R*X

WRITE(ll,'(F10.7,X,F10.7)')X,Y

320 COHTIHUE

CLQSE(ll)

* Write graph instructions to PAW file

ELSE IF (P1.AHD.P2) THEB

IF (H.EQ.2) THEH

WRITE(10,'(A41)') ' label=A?22! Plot versus [ d ] ? l ! and [d]?2!>
WRITE(10, ' ( A 3 7 ) > ) ' h i s t o g r a m / c r e a t e / t i t l e . g l o b a l [ l abe l ] '

WRITE(10,'(A30,I3,A3,I3,X,I3,A3,I3) ' ) ' h i s t o g r a m / c r e a t e / 2 d h i s t o 1 " " ' ,4*H
C , ' 1 ' ,4*H,4*H, ' 1 ',4*H

WRITE(10, ' (A33) ' ) 'h is togram/put_vect /contents 1 aO2'
WRITEdO,F0RM4)'graphics/primitives/label 1 ' ,4*H, (AD(II) ,11=0, (2*H-D)

C,IHFIHITY,(AD(II),II=(2*H+1),(4*H-1))
WRITEdO, ' (A18,13,A3) ' ) 'graphics/set ndvx >,4*H,'.18>
WRITEdO,>(A18,13,A3) ') 'graphics/set ndvy ' , 4 * 8 , ' . 1 6 '
WRITE(10, ' (A22) ' ) 'graphics/set vs iz 0 . 1 5 '
WRITEdO, >(A32)')>histogram/2d_plot/contour 1 10 1'

ELSE IF (M.GT.2) THEH

WRITEdO, >(A25)')'graphics/viewing/zone 1 2'

WRITEdO,'(A52)')'label=A?22! and A?44! Plots versus [d]?l! and [d]?2!>

WRITEC10,'(A37)')'histogram/create/title.global [label] '

WRITEdO,F0RH4)'graphics/primitives/label 1 ',4*H,(AD(II),11=0,(2*H-1))

C,IHFIHITY,(AD(II),II=(2*H+1),(4*H-1))

WRITE(10,'(A18,13,A3)')'graphics/set ndvx ',4*H,'.18'

WRITEdO,'(A18,13,A3)')'graphics/set ndvy \4*H,'.16'

WRITE(10,'(A22)')'graphics/set vsiz 0.15'

URITE(10,'(A30,I3,A3,I3,X,I3,A3,I3)')'histogram/create/2dhisto 1 " " '

C,4*H,' 1 ',4*H,4*H,' 1 >,4*H

WRITEClO,'(A33)')>histogram/put_vect/contents 1 aO2'

WRITE(10,'(A30,I3,A3,I3,X,I3,A3,I3)>)>histogram/create/2dhisto 2 " " '

C,4*H,' 1 ',4*H,4*H,' 1 ',4*H

WRITEdO,'(A33)') >histogram/put_vect/contents 2 aO4'

WRITEdO,' (A32)') >histogram/2d_plot/contour 1 10 1'

WRITEdO, '(A32)') 'histogram/2d_plot/contour 2 10 1'

EHD IF

ELSE

IF (M.EQ.2) THEH

WRITEdO, >(A27)>) >label=A?22! Plot versus [d]'

WRITEdO, '(A37)') >histogram/create/title_global [label] '

WRITEdO, "(A3O.I3,A3,13) O'histogram/create/ldhisto 1 " " ',4*H,' 1 ' ,4*H

WRITEdO,'(A33)') >histogram/put_vect/contents 1 aO2'

WRITE(10,FORH4)'graphics/primitives/label 1 ',4*H,(AD(II),11=0,(2*H-1))

C,IHFIHITY,(AD(II),II=(2*H+1),(4*B-1))

WRITEdO, '(A18,I3,A3> ') 'graphics/set ndvx >,4*H,'.18'

WRITE(10,'(A22)')'graphics/set vsiz 0.15'

WRITEdO, '(A18)')'histogram/plot 1 C

ELSE IF (M.GT.2) THEH

WRITEdO, '(A22) ') >label=A?22'-A?44! Plot'

WRITEdO, '(A37) ') >histogram/create/title_global [label] '

WRITEdO,'(A29)')'graphics/hplot/null -2 2 -2 2'

WRITEdO, '(A26,13, A10) ' ) ' g raph ics /p r imi t ives /g raph ' , 4 * H , ' aO2 aO4 C
WRITEdO,»(A33) ' ) ' g raph ics /hp lo t / a t i t l e A?22 ! A?44!'

EHD IF
EHD IF

WRITEdO, ' (A24) ' ) ' p i c t u r e / p r i n t ' ' angle , ps ' ' '
WRITEdO, '(A6) ' ) ' r e t u r n '
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CLDSE(IO)

WRITEC6,'(A49)>)'Hint: If you do not like the screen output, type:'

WRITEC6, >(A9)')>"pas" and'

WRITEC6, '(A18)') '"exec angle .kumac " '

EHD

Calculating A for (ABS(mixing).LE.l).AHD.(I.LT.H)

REAL FUHCTIOH A(P3,Jl,C1,C2,C3,DE)

IF (P3) THEH

IF (ABS(DE).LE.l.O) THEH

X1=F(J1,C1,C1,C2,C3)

X2=2.O*DE*F(Jl,C1,C1+1.0,C2,C3)

X3=DE*DE*F(J1,C1+1.O,C1+1.O,C2,C3)

X4=1.0+DE*DE

ELSE

X1=F(J1,C1,C1,C2,C3)/DE/DE

X2=2.0*F(Jl,C1,C1+1.0,C2,C3)/DE

X3=F(J1,C1+1.O,C1+1.O,C2,C3)

X4=1.0+1.0/DE/DE

EJD IF

A=(X1+X2+X3)/X4

ELSE

IF (DE.EQ.O.O) THEH

Xl=0.0

X4=1.0

ELSE IF (ABS(DE).LE.l.O) THEH

X1=DE*DE*F(J1,C1+1.O,C1+1.O,C2,C3>

X4=1.0+DE*DE

ELSE IF (ABS(DE).GT.1.0) THEB

X1=F(J1,C1+1.O,C1+1.O,C2,C3)

X4=l.0+1.0/DE/DE

EHD IF

A=X1/X4

EHD IF

RETURH

EHD

Calculating the F-coefficients

REAL FUHCTIDH F(J2,D1,D2,D3,D4)

D0=REAL(J2)

Y0=D3+D4-0.5

IF (M0D(IHT(YO),2).EQ.l) THEH

YO=(-1.0)

ELSE

YO=1.0

EHD IF

Y1=SQRT((2.0*D1+1.0)*(2.0*D2+1.0)*(2.0*D4+1.0)*(2.0*DO+1.0))

Y2=RWIG3J(D1,D2,DO,1.0,(-1.0),0.0)

Y3=RWIG6J(D4,D4,D0,D1,D2,D3)

F=YO*Y1*Y2*Y3

RETURH

EHD
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B.2 Output-Examples of angle.f
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Figure 44: Angular distribution of a 0+ —> 2+ —> 0+ cascade. This is
an example of a graphical output of the program angle.f in the case of no
unknown mixing parameter. The layout was slightly modified.
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Figure 45: Angular distribution of a | —> | —^ | cascade. This is
an example of a graphical output of the program angle.f in the case of one
unknown mixing parameter and only one non-vanishing A-coefficient. The
layout was slightly modified.
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Figure 46: Angular distribution of a | —> | —% | cascade. This is
an example of a graphical output of the program angle.f in the case of one
unknown mixing parameter and several non-vanishing A-coefficients. The
layout was slightly modified.
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rigure 47: Angular Distribution oi a 2 —* 1 —> 1 cascade.
This is an example of a graphical output of the program angle.f in the case
of two unknown mixing parameters and only one non-vanishing .A-coefficient.
The layout was slightly modified.
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This is an example of a graphical output of the program angle.f in the case
of two unknown mixing parameters and several non-vanishing .A-coefficient.
The layout was slightly modified.
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C The Program polar.f

The following listing shows the program 'polar.f, which is used, in order to
calculate the direction-polarization correlation of a 7-7 cascade. The program
takes mixing of higher multipole transitions into account. The output of the
program is a table of A22, E22, A44, £44 and higher order coefficients, defined
by Equation 23, if necessary. In addition, a graphical output is produced,
which can be processed by PAW [27]. In the case of a given angle between the
two 7-rays of a 7-7 cascade, the graphics visualize the intensity distribution
of the Compton scattered 7-ray in the polarization sensitive detector (see
Figure 49). If the angle between the two 7-rays of a 7-7 cascade is not
specified, the graphics visualize the intensity asymmetry N°ZN^Q dependent
on the angle between the two 7-rays of the 7-7 cascade (see Figure 50).

C.I Listing of polar.f
PROGRAM POLAR

This program calculates the direction-polarization correlation of gammas

for a given Spin cascade:

Ll+deltal*(Ll+l) L2+delta2*(L2+l)

J( initial) >J( intermediate) >J (final)

The multipolarities LI and L2 can be adjusted to the users wishes, although in

most cases the lowest possible multipolarities, also taken as defaults, might apply.

In addition, mixing parameters deltal and delta2 are taken into account. These

mixing parameters reflect the ammount of the next higher multipole transition,

e.g. Hl+delta*E2. Since mixing parameters are phase sensitive, also negative

mixing parameters can occur, even mixing parameters greater than 1 are possible.

So mixing parameters range from -infinity to +infinity. It is also worth to notice,

that this program uses mixing parameters of the Biedenharn-Rose type.

The polarization is calculated either for the first or the second gamma
transition. The angle between the too gamma rays has to be specified by the user.
It is also possible to calculate the direction-polarization correlation for a set
of different angles between the two gamma rays.

As output, this program calculates coefficients of Legendre polynomials, called

AO, A2, A4, and E2, E4 etc. The angular distribution then, can be written as:

U(theta,phi)*dOmega=(AO+A2*P2+E2*P22*C0S(2*phi)+A4*P4+E4*P42*COS(2*phi)+...)*dOmega,

whereas theta is the angle between the first and the second gamma, P2, P4, etc. are

Legendre polynomials, P22, P42, etc. are associated Legendre polynomials of the first

kind, and phi is the angle between the plane of the directions of motion of the two

gamma rays and the plane of Compton scattering of the polarized photon.

In the case of a given angle theta, the diroction-polarization correlation can be
written as W(phi)=AO+A2*C0S(2»phi), with phi as defined above.

The output is a table, showing the A and E coefficients if neccessary, and several

files, which are customized to be used by PAW.

IMPLICIT LOGICAL(P)

IMPLICIT CHARACTER (Q)
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REAL PI
DIHEHSIOH AE(0:180),EE(0:180),T(0:180),TC(0:180),TS<0:180>,

+ROH(0:180),RO0(0:180),R0P(0:180),R1H(0:180),R10(0:180),R1P(O:180)

Initializing
PI=ABS(AC0S<-1.0))
COHV=PI/180.0

Printig header
URITE(6,'(A50)')'
URITE(6,'(A50)')'
URITE(6,'(A50)')'
WRITE(6,'(A50)')'
WRITE(6,'(A50)')'
WRITE(6,'(A50)')'
WRITE(6,'(A50)>>'
WRITE(6,'(A50)')'
WRITE(6,'(A50)>)>
WRITE(6,'(A50)>)>
WRITE(6,'(A50)')'
WRITE(6,>(A50)>)'
WRITE(6,'(A50)')'
WRITE(6,'(X)')

P O L A R 1.0

iProgram to calculate direction-polarization
correlation of a given gamma ray cascade.

Formulae based on Landolt-Boernstein,
Numerical Tables for Angular Correlation
Computations in alpha-, beta- and gamma-

| Spectroscopy. Springer, Berlin, 1968

I Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory, July 1997

* Input some data
Q='e>
WRITE(6,1)Q

1 FORHAK'Calculation for odd (o) or even (e) nucleus <> ,Al ,'>:>,$)
CALL READA(5,Q)
LI = 1
WRITE(6,2)LI

2 FORHAK'In i t ia l Spin (*2 f o r odd n u c l e u s ) <> , 1 2 , > > : ' , $ )
CALL READI(5,LI)
QI='+ '
WRITE(6,3)QI

3 FORHAK'Initial Parity <',A1 ,'>:',$)

CALL READA(5,qi)

IF (.HOT.((QI.EQ.'+').OR.(qi.EQ.'-'))) STOP 'Initial parity out of range'

LH=1

WRITE(6,4)LH

4 FORHAK'Intermediate Spin (*2 f o r odd n u c l e u s ) <> ,12 , ' > : > , $ )
CALL READK5.LH)
qH='+'
WRITE(6,5)qH

5 FORHAK ' I n t e r m e d i a t e P a r i t y <> ,A1 , ' > : ' , $ )
CALL READA(5,QH)
IF ( .HOT.((QH.EQ.'+»>.OR.(QH.EQ.' - ' ) )> STOP ' I n t e r m e d i a t e p a r i t y out of r a n g e '
LF=1
URITE(6,6)LF

6 FORHAT('Final Spin (*2 for odd nucleus) <',12,'>:',$)

CALL READI(5,LF)

qF='+'

WRITE(6,7)qF

7 FORMAK'Final Parity <' ,A1 ,'>:',$)

CALL READA(5,qF)

IF (.IOT.((qF.EQ.'+').OR.(QF.EQ.'-'))) STOP 'Final parity out of range'

IF ((LH.EQ.O).AHD.((LI.Eq.O).OR.(LF.Eq.O))) STOP '0—>0 transition not alloHed'

* HOB, calculating multipolarity of transitions

IF (q.EQ.'o') THEH

Ll=ABS(LI-LH)/2

L2=ABS(LF-LH)/2
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LlP=(LI+LM)/2

L2P=(LF+LM)/2

ELSE

L1=ABS(LI-LM)

L2=ABS(LF-LM)

L1P=LI+LH

L2P=LF+LH

EHD IF

* EO or MO transitions are not taken into account

IF (Ll.Eq.O) Ll=l

IF (L2.Eq.O) L2=l

* Checking if calculated multipolarity is according to users wishes

IF (L1P.GT.L1) THEH

URITEC6,'(A48,12)')'Calculated multipolarity for first transition: ',L1

URITEC6,'(A48,12)')'Maximum multipolarity for first transition: ',L1P

qi='n'

URITE(6,8)qi

8 F0RMAT('Do you uant to increase multipolarity <>,A1,'>:',$)

CALL READA(5,Q1>

IF (Ql.EQ.'y') THEH

L1H=L1+1

VRITE(6,9)L1H

9 FORMATCType ne» multipolarity for first transition <',12 ,'>:',$)

CALL READI(5,LH)

IF ((LIH.LT.LI).OR.(LIH.GT.LIP)) THEH

STOP 'Multipolarity out of range'

ELSE

L1=L1H

EHD IF

EHD IF

EHD IF

IF (L2P.GT.L2) THEH

WRITE<6,'(A48.I2)')'Calculated multipolarity for second transition: ',L2

WRITE<6,'(A48.I2)')'Maximum multipolarity for second transition: ',L2P

q2='n'

WRITE(6,10)q2

10 FORMATCDo you Bant to increase multipolarity <' ,A1, '•>: ' ,$)

CALL READA(5,q2)

IF (q2.Eq.'y') THEH

L2H=L2+1

URITE(6,11)L2H

11 FORMATCType ne» multipolarity for second transition <> ,12,'>:',$)

CALL READK5.L2H)

IF ((L2H.LT.L2).0R.CL2H.GT.L2P)) THEH

STOP 'Multipolarity out of range'

ELSE

L2=L2H

EHD IF

EHD IF

EHD IF

* Calculating type of transition

Sl=1.0

IF (((qi.Eq.qM).AHD.(MOD(LI,2).EQ.O>).OR.((QI.BE.QM).AHD.(M0D(Li,2).Eq.i))) si=-i.0
S2=1.0

IF (((QF.EQ.QH).AHD.(M0D<L2,2).EQ.O)).OR.((QF.HE.QM).AHD.(M0D(L2,2).Eq.1))) S2=-1.0

* Input of mixing parameters if required

Dl=0.0

qi='n'

IF (L1P.GT.L1) THEH
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WRITE(6,12)qi

12 FORMAT('Mixing for first transition <',A1,'>:',$)

CALL READA(5,Q1)

IF (qi.Eq. »y') THEN

Dl=1.0

WRITE(6,13)D1

13 FORHATCType mixing parameter for first transition <>,SP,F4.1,'>:',$)

CALL READF(5,D1)

IF (Dl.Eq.O.O) qi='n>

ELSE

qi='n'

EHD IF

EHD IF

D2=0.0

Q2='n'

IF (L2P.GT.L2) THEB

WRITE(6,14)Q2

14 FORHAT( 'Mixing for second transition <» ,A1, >>: ' ,$)

CALL READA(5,Q2)

IF (Q2.Eq.'y') THEN

D2=1.0

URITE(6,15)D2

15 FDRHATC'Type mixing parameter for second transition <>,SP,F4.1,'>:',$)

CALL READFC5.D2)

IF (D2.EQ.O.O) q2='n'

ELSE

q2='n'

EBD IF

EHD IF

* Input nhich gamma ray is the polarized one

IP=2

WRITE(6,'(A39)')'Which of the two gamma rays forming the'

WRITE(6,'(A41)')'cascade, is observed in the polarimeter ?'

WRITE(6,16)IP

16 FORHATCHumber of the polarized gamma ray <> ,11 ,'>:',$)

CALL READK5.IP)

IF (.SOT.((IP.EQ.l).DR.(IP.Eq.2))> STOP 'Gamma ray number out of range'

* Input of angle between the two gamma rays

THETA=90.0

WRITE(6,'(A42)')'Angle between the two gamma rays in degree'

WRITE(6, >(A41)')'If you type 0.0, all angles between 0 and'

WRITE(6,'(A39)')'180 degrees sill be taken into account.'

WRITE(6,17)THETA

17 FORHATCAngle between the two gammas <' ,F7.3, '>:',$)

CALL READF(5,THETA)

IF ((THETA.LT.0.0).OR.(THETA.GT.180.0)) STOP 'Angle out of range'

* Calculating a set of angles

HA=O

IF (THETA.EQ.0.0) HA=180

DO 18,J=0,HA,l

T(J)=(REAL(J)+THETA)*COHV

TS(J)=SIH(T(J))

TC(J)=COS(T(J))

ROH(J)=TC(J)

R00(J)=1.5*TC(J)*R0M(J)-0.5

R1M(J)=O.O

R10(J)=3.0*TS(J)*TS(J)

AE(J)=1.0

EE(J)=0.0
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18 CDHTIHUE

* Calculating maximal loop value

IF ((qi.EQ.'n'),AHD.(q2.EQ.'n')) M=HIH(2*L1,2*L2)

IF ((Ql.EQ.'y').ABD.(Q2.EQ.'n')) H=HIB(2*Ll+2,2*L2)

IF ((Ql.EQ.'n').AHD.(q2.EQ.'y')) H=HIH(2*L1,2*L2+2)

IF ((qi.Eq.'y').AHD.(q2.EQ.'y')) M=HIH(2*Ll+2,2*L2+2)

IF (q.Eq.'o') THEH

M=MIH(LH,H)

ELSE

M=«IH(2*LH,H)

EHD IF

IF (M0D(M,2).EQ.l) H=H-1

• Type conversion to real

IF (Q.EQ.'o') THEB

BI=REAL(LI)/2.0

BH=REAL(LM)/2.0

BF=REAL(LF)/2.0

ELSE

BI=REAL(LI)

BM=REAL(LH)

BF=REAL(LF)

EHD IF

B1=REAL(L1)

B2=REAL(L2)

Opening f i l e for
0PEI(10,FILE='po
WRITEdO,'(All)
WRITE(10,'(A18)
WRITEdO, '(A15)
WRITE(10,'(A14)
WRITEdO,'(A17)
WRITEdO,'(A19)
WRITEdO, '(A20)
WRITEdO, '(A18)

use with PAW

lar.kumac">STATUS='UHKHOWH')

)'macro polar'

)'histogram/delete *'

)'vector/delete •'

)'graphics/set *'

)'graphics/option *'

)'graphics/option zfl'

)'graphics/option nbox'

)'graphics/misc/next'

The first coefficient is trivial

WRITE(6,'(X)')

WRITE(6,'(A2,I3,X)A2,SP,E10.3)')'k=',0,'A=',1.0

Calculating the other coefficients

IF (H.GT.O) THEH

Opening data file for output

OPEH(11,FILE='polar.out',STATUS='UHKHOWH')

DO 20,1=2,H,2

Set a control flag

P1=(I.LE.(2*LD)

Calculating the first part of the other coefficients

A1=A((.FALSE.),P1,I,B1,BI,BM,D1)

E1=S1*A((.TRUE.),P1,I,B1,BI,BN>D1)

Set a control flag

P1=(I.LE.(2*L2))

Calculating the second part of the other coefficients

A2=A((.FALSE.),P1,I,B2,BF,BM,D2)

E2=S2*A((.TRUE.),P1,I1B2,BF,BH,D2)

Calculate values

AA=A1*A2

IF (IP.EQ.l) THEH

EA=E1*A2

ELSE
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EA=A1*E2

EHD IF

* Write the result to file

WRITE(ll,'(X,SP,E10.3,X,E10.3)')AA,EA

* Write the result on screen

WRITE<6, '(A2,I3,X,A2,SP>E10.3,X,A2,E10.3)')'k=
>,I> »A=',AA, 'E=\EA

* Calculate coefficients for given theta

DO 19,J=0,NA,l

* Calculate Legendre polynomials

IF (I.HE.2) THEH

ROPO) = (REAL(2*I-3)*TC(J)*ROOO)-REAUI-2)*ROH(J))/REAL(I-1)

ROM(J)=RO0(J)

RO0(J)=ROP(J)

ROP(J)=(REAL(2*I-l)*TC(J)*RO0(J)-REAL(I-l)*RON<J))/REAL(I)

ROH(J)=RO0(J)

ROO(J)=ROP(J)

RlP(J)=(REAL(2*I-3)*TC(J)*R10(J)-REAL(I)*RlH(J))/REAL(I-3)

R1H(J)=R1O(J)

R1O(J)=R1P(J)

RlP(J)=(REAL(2*I-l)*TC(J)*R10(J)-REAL(I+l)*RlH(J))/REAL(I-2>

R1M(J)=R1O(J)

R1O(J)=R1P(J)

EBD IF

* Add contributions of the order I

AE(J)=AE(J)+AA*RO0(J)

EE(J)=EE(J)+EA*R1Q(J)

19 CQHTIHUE

20 COHTIHUE

CLOSE(ll)

WRITE(6,'(X)')

EHD IF

* Calculating explicit direction-polarization correlation

OPEH(11,FILE='polar.dat',STATUS='UHKHOWH•)

WRITE(10,'(A25)')'vector/create polar(181) R'

WRITEdO,'(A35)')'vector/read polar polar.dat (F10.7)'

WRITE(10,'(A49)')!labell=[g]-[g]-Direction-Polarization Correlation'

IF (HA.Eq.O) THEH

* Write read instructions to PAW file

URITE(10,'(A75)')

+'label2=[f]=Angle betneen the [g ] - [g ] -P lane and the Compton S c a t t e r i n g Plane 1

WRITEdO, '(A51) ' ) ' label3=Hormalized Ideal S c a t t e r i n g I n t e n s i t y H ( [ f ] ) '
YH=EE(0)/AE<0)
DO 21,J=0,180,1

Y=l.O+EE(O)*C0S(REAL(2*J)*C0HV)/AE(O)
WRITE(l l , ' (F10.7) ' )Y

21 COHTINUE
WRITEdO,'(A33,SP,E11.4) ') ' label4=(H?0!-H?90!)/(H?0!+H?90!) = ' ,YH

ELSE
WRITEdO, ' (A41) ' ) ' label2=[q]=Angle between the two [g]-Rays '
WRITEdO,' (A52> ' ) ' I abe l3= ln t ens i t y Asymmetry=(H?O !-H?90 ! )/(H?0!+H?90! ) '
YH=O.0
J«=0
DO 22,J=0,180,1

Y=EE(J)/AE(J)
WRITE(l l , ' (F10.7) ' )Y
IF (ABS(Y).GT.ABS(YH)) THEH

YH=Y
JH=J

EHD IF

22 COHTIHUE
WRITE(10,'(A38,SP,E11.4,SS,A8,I3.3,A7)')
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+>label4=(H?0!-H?90!)/(H?0!+H?90!)?MAX!=',YH,' at [q]=',JH,' degree'
EBD IF
CLOSE(ll)
WRITE(10,'(A38)')>histogram/create/title_global [Iabel4] '
WRITE(10,'(A45)')'histogram/create/ldhisto 1 [labell] 181 0 180'
WRITEClO,'(A35)')>histogram/put_vect/contents 1 polar'
WRITE(10,'(A18)')'histogram/plot 1 C
WRITEdO, '(A39) ') 'graphics/hplot/atitle [Iabel2] [Iabel3] '
WRITEClO, '(A24) ') 'picture/print ' 'polar.ps" '
WRITE(10,'(A6)')'return'
CLOSE(IO)
WRITE(6,'(A49)')'Hint: If you do not like the screen output, type:'
WRITE(6,'(A9)')'"paw" and'
WRITE(6,'(A18)') " 'exec polar .kumac >"
END

Calculating A for (ABS(mixing).LE.1).AHD.(I.LT.M)
REAL FUBCTIOH A(P2,P3,Jl,C1,C2,C3,DE)
Zl = l .0
Z2=1.0
Z3=1.0
Z4=1.0
IF (P2) THEN

UO=REAL(J1)
Z1=2.0*WO*(WO+1.0)*C1*(C1+1.0)/(WO*(WO+1.0)-2.0*C1*(C1+1.0))
Z2=-2.O*(C1+1.O)
Z3=-2.0*WO*(WO+1.0)*(C1+1.0)*(C1+2.0)/(WO*(WO+1.0)-2.0*(C1+1.0)*(C1+2.0))
Z4=REAL(H(Jl-2))/REAL(B(Jl+2))

EHD IF
IF (P3) THEB

IF (ABS(DE).LE.1.0) THEB
X1=F<J1,C1,C1,C2,C3)*Z1
X2=2.O*DE*F(Jl,C1,C1+1.0,C2,C3)*Z2
X3=DE*DE*F(J1,C1+1.O,C1+1.O,C2,C3)*Z3
X4=<1.0+DE*DE)/Z4

ELSE
X1=F(J1,C1,C1,C2,C3)*Z1/DE/DE
X2=2.O*F(J1,C1,C1+1.O,C2,C3)*Z2/DE
X3=F(J1,C1+1.0,C1+1.0,C2,C3)*Z3
X4=(1.0+1.0/DE/DE)/Z4

EBD IF
A=(X1+X2+X3)/X4

ELSE
IF (DE.Eq.O.O) THEB

X3=0.0
X4=l.0

ELSE IF (ABS(DE).LE.1.0) THEB
X3=DE*DE*F(J1,C1+1.O,C1+1.O,C2,C3)*Z3
X4=(1.0+DE*DE)/Z4

ELSE IF (ABS(DE).GT.l.O) THEB
X3=F(J1,C1+1.O,C1+1.O,C2,C3)*Z3
X4=(l.0+1.0/DE/DE)/Z4

EHD IF
A=X3/X4

EBD IF
RETURB
EBD

Calculating the F-coefficients
REAL FUBCTIOB F(J2,D1,D2,D3,D4)
D0=REAL(J2)
Y0=D3+D4-0.5
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IF (M0D(IHT(YO),2).EQ.l) THEH

Y0=(-1.0)

ELSE

Y0=1.0

ElfD IF

Y1=SQRT((2.0*D1+1.0)*(2.0*D2+1 .0)*(2 .OD4+1.0)*(2 ,O*DO+1.0))

Y2=RWIG3J(D1,D2,DO,1.0,(-1.0),0.0)

Y3=RWIG6J(D4,D4,D0,Dl,D2,D3)

F=Y0*Yl*Y2*Y3

RETURH

END

* Calculating the faculty

IHTEGER FUBCTIOH H(K)

H=l

IF (K.HE.O) THEH

DO 23,H1=1,K,1

11=11*111

23 COHTIHUE

EHD IF

RETURH

EHD
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C.2 Output-Examples of polar.f
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Figure 49: Direction-polarization correlation of a 4+ —> 2+ —>• 0+ cascade.
The angle between the two 7-rays is 90°, the second 7-ray is observed in
the polarization sensitive device. This is an example of the graphical output
of the program polar.f in the case of a fixed angle between the two 7-rays
involved. The polarization parameter is calculated to be P' = | in terms of
Equation 30 or P = 1.4 in terms of Equations 32 and 26. The latter value is
reported in various References like [15, 20].
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N0-\9O)/(N0 at tf = ecree
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Figure 50: Direction-polarization correlation of a \ —'•* | —>• |
cascade, where the first 7-ray is observed in the polarization sensitive device.
This is an example of the graphical output of the program polar.f in the case
of no fixed angle between the two 7-rays involved.
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